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Abstra t
EÆ ien y is one of the major on erns in the world of model he king. Consequently, many
te hniques to optimize the time and spa e usage of model he king algorithms have been invented. One of these te hniques is redu tion of the sear hable state spa e through arguments of
symmetry. This te hnique an be very pro table and has been implemented in various model
he kers, but not yet in Uppaal, a model he ker for timed systems.
This paper proposes an enhan ement of Uppaal with symmetry redu tion. We adopt the
theory of symmetry of Ip and Dill and their s alarset data type, as implemented in the model
he ker Mur'. The main result of this paper is a soundness proof of our symmetry enhan ement,
whi h does not follow trivially from the work of Ip and Dill sin e the des ription languages of
Uppaal and Mur', whi h are used to dete t the symmetries, are quite di erent. A se ondary
result is a proof of the omputational diÆ ulty of spa e-optimal exploitation of full symmetry
in a setting with DBM te hnology.
Keywords: Real-time, timed automata, symmetry, model he king.
AMS subje t lassi ation: 68Q60.
CR subje t lassi ation: D.2.4.

1 Introdu tion
Model he kers emerge as pra ti al tools for the me hani al veri ation of all kinds of
systems [9℄. In this approa h, a model of the system to be veri ed and the veri ation
properties serve as input to the tool, whi h onsequently omputes whether or not the
model satis es the spe i ation. Nowadays, many model he kers are available, ranging
from model he kers for Java sour e ode [10℄ to model he kers for timed automata
[17, 21℄.
Despite the relative ease of use of model he kers, they are not applied on a large
s ale. An important reason for this is that they must ope with the state spa e explosion
problem. This is the problem of the exponential growth of the state spa e as models
? Supported
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be ome larger. This growth often renders the me hani al veri ation of realisti systems
pra ti ally impossible: there just is not enough time or memory available.
A passive approa h to the huge resour e requirements of model he kers onsists of
waiting for faster omputers and heaper memory. A more preferable way is nding more
eÆ ient te hniques to ght the state spa e explosion. The exploitation of behavioral
symmetries is su h a well-known te hnique that has been su essfully implemented for
various model he kers, e.g., Mur' [12, 14℄, SMV [18℄ and Spin [13, 7℄. Espe ially the
exploitation of full symmetries in a model an be pro table, sin e its gain an approa h
a fa torial magnitude.
There are two main problems that should be solved before symmetry redu tion an
be implemented. First, one should stati ally dete t symmetries in the system des ription. Se ond, during the state spa e exploration, one must de ide whether or not some
dis overed state has already been en ountered in the past. This de ision should of ourse
take symmetry into a ount. It has been shown that this so- alled orbit problem is {
in general { at least as diÆ ult as testing for graph-isomorphism [8℄ and, unfortunately,
there are no known polynomial algorithms for this last problem. This does not ne essarily mean that symmetry redu tion is a lost ase, sin e we an always try to revert to
sub optimal, but still feasible, solutions. Moreover, it might happen that the onsidered
instan e of the orbit problem is not so diÆ ult.
This paper proposes a symmetry enhan ement of Uppaal, a model he ker for networks of timed automata, by applying the theory of symmetry of Ip and Dill and adding
their s alarset data type [14℄. The main result of this paper is a soundness proof of
our symmetry enhan ement. More pre isely, we prove that ertain permutations on the
states are sound with respe t to rea hability properties: if we have seen a state s, then
we an on lude that we have seen all states whi h are obtainable by applying these
permutations to s. Thus, we an use the permutations to redu e the amount of states
whi h need to be explored by the model he king algorithm.
Our main result does not follow trivially from the work of Ip and Dill sin e the
des ription languages of Uppaal and Mur', whi h are used to dete t the symmetries,
are quite di erent. This di eren e disallows us to apply Ip and Dill's soundness proof
in a straightforward manner without loosing on den e in its validity. Sin e formal
methods require mathemati al pre ision, we are for ed to onstru t a new proof for the
soundness of symmetry redu tion in Uppaal.
A se ondary result is a proof of the omputational diÆ ulty of exhaustive exploitation of full symmetry when di eren e bounded matri es (DBMs) are used for the symboli representation of lo k values. In other words, the orbit problem is very diÆ ult
when the state is (partially) represented by a DBM. In order to let our symmetry redu tion te hnique be pro table with respe t to both time and spa e onsumption, we
should revert to \sub optimal" solutions. Empiri al results of Ip and Dill show that this
ertainly is not as bad as it sounds [14℄.
This work is dire tly motivated by attempts to verify various distributed systems,
whi h learly exhibit full symmetry, using Uppaal. For example, Fis her's mutual ex lusion proto ol (see, for instan e, [1℄) for 12 or more pro esses is pra ti ally unverifyable.
Similarly, a simple model of a CSMA/CD proto ol (see, for instan e, [21℄) is pra tially unverifyable when 13 or more pro esses are onsidered. The state spa e explosion
problem is felt more dire tly during the attempts of verifying a distributed agreement
algorithm [5℄. Even the smallest interesting instan e of the algorithm (three pro esses)
ould not be veri ed. Hopefully, implementation of symmetry enhan ed Uppaal an
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help us to over ome these boundaries.

Outline. In se tion 2 we summarize the theory of Ip and Dill for symmetry redu tion.
In se tion 3 we extend the des ription language of Uppaal with the s alarset data
type, and with multidimensional arrays of integer variables and hannels. We illustrate
the extended syntax by modeling Fis her's mutual ex lusion proto ol. Moreover, we
give a formal de nition of these Suppaal models, and we explain their semanti s. In
se tion 4 we extra t the automorphisms from the system des ription, and we give the
soundness proof. In se tion 5 we prove that the most optimal use (with respe t to the
size of the explorable state spa e) of these automorphisms is not feasible with respe t to
omputation time. Finally, in se tion 6 we summarize this paper and we dis uss future
work.
A knowledgement. We thank Frits Vaandrager for ommenting on earlier versions of
this paper.

2 A theory of symmetry
In this se tion we summarize the theory of symmetry developed by Ip and Dill [14℄.
They onsider state graphs, whi h are tuples ontaining a set Q of states, a set Q0  Q
of initial states, a transition relation   Q  Q and a unique error state, whi h we omit
in our presentation1 . A state q 2 Q is rea hable, i a sequen e q0 ; q1 ; :::; qn 1 exists, su h
that q0 2 Q0 , q = qn 1 , qi 2 Q for all 0  i < n, and (qi ; qi+1 ) 2  for all 0  i < n 1.
We assume the existen e of a set of state properties , for whose elements we an
de ide whether they are true or false in some state. If a state property  2  is true in
state q, then we denote this by q j= . Figure 1 depi ts a standard forward exploration
algorithm, whi h (semi) de ides whether or not a state is rea hable whi h satis es some
given state property .
passed := ;
waiting := Q0
while waiting 6= ; do
get q from waiting
if q j=  then return YES
else if q 2= passed then
add q to passed
waiting := waiting [ su (q)

od
return NO
Figure 1: Standard forward rea hability analysis.
The algorithm starts by adding the initial states to the waiting set. Then it enters a
loop that pro esses all the states in the waiting set in the following way. If some waiting
state q satis es the state property , then the algorithm returns YES. Otherwise, it
1

Omitting the error state does not hange the validity of Ip and Dill's results [14℄.
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he ks whether or not q has already been seen. If this is the ase, q 2 passed, then
the algorithm dis ards q and gets a new state from the waiting set. If q has not yet
been en ountered, then it is added to the passed set and all its su essors are added
to the waiting set. If the state spa e { the set Q { is nite, then this algorithm halts.
Otherwise, it may not halt.
Ip and Dill de ne symmetry within a state graph as a graph automorphism di erent
from the identity relation.

De nition 2.1 (Automorphism) A graph automorphism on a state graph (Q; Q0 ; )
is a bije tion h : Q ! Q su h that
(i) q 2 Q0 i h(q) 2 Q0 for all q 2 Q, and
(ii) (q1 ; q2 ) 2  i (h(q1 ); h(q2 )) 2  for all q1 ; q2 2 Q.

For any set of graph automorphisms H , the losure of H [ fidg, where id is the
identity fun tion, under inverse and omposition, denoted by C (H ), is a group. Su h a
symmetry group C (H ) indu es a relation H  Q  Q su h that q1 H q2 i there exists
an h 2 C (H ) su h that h(q1 ) = q2 . This relation is an equivalen e relation and we let
[q℄ denote the equivalen e lass of state q. Using these equivalen e lasses we an de ne
a quotient graph.

De nition 2.2 (Quotient graph) Let A = (Q; Q0 ; ) be a state graph and let C (H )
be a symmetry group for A. The quotient graph indu ed by C (H ) is the graph AH =
(Q0 ; Q00 ; 0 ), where Q0 = f[q℄ j q 2 Qg, Q00 = f[q℄ j q 2 Q0 g and 0 = f([p℄; [q℄) j (p; q) 2
g.
Ip and Dill observed that a quotient graph an be used to he k rea hability properties: q is rea hable in A i [q℄ is rea hable in AH . Sin e the quotient graph is at most
as large as the original state graph, and in many ases smaller, the use of the quotient
graph an speed up the model he king pro ess.
As already mentioned in the introdu tion, the two major problems that should be
solved in the a tual implementation of symmetry redu tion are the following:

 We must dete t a set of automorphisms from the system des ription. The orresponding symmetry group indu es the (smaller) quotient graph.

 During the exploration of the state spa e, we must be able to de ide whether or

not two states are symmetri . Thus, for states q and q0 , we must de ide whether
or not [q℄ = [q0 ℄.

In addition to these two problems, there is another, yet smaller, problem. We assumed a set of state properties  whi h we used in algorithm 1 for the forward exploration of the state spa e. If we apply symmetry redu tion to the state graph, then we
should also apply it to the state properties. In other words, validity of state properties
should be symmetri :

82 8q;q02Q q H q0 ) (q j=  , q0 j= )



(1)
In order to prote t the gain of using the quotient graph, the approa hes to both
problems should be omputationally heap. In the next se tions we add the well-known
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s alarset data type to Uppaal in order to stati ally dete t symmetries from the system
des ription. As for the se ond problem, our strategy is to onvert all explored states to a
so- alled normal form using the dete ted automorphisms. This normal form represents
the equivalen e lass of the state. The only orre tness requirement for our normal form
operator  is the following:


8q;q02Q (q) = (q0) ) [q℄ = [q0℄

(2)
This riterion says that if two states have the same normal form, then they are
ontained in the same equivalen e lass. Note that if  2 C (H ), then property (2) is
ertainly satis ed. If the impli ation of property (2) also holds the other way around,
then the normal form operator is anoni al.
The fun tion  : 2S ! 2S onverts a set of states to their normal forms in the
regular way: (S ) = f (s) j s 2 S g. We now an state a new forward exploration
algorithm, depi ted in gure 2, whi h uses the normal form operator to take symmetry
into a ount.
passed := ;
waiting := (Q0 )
while waiting =
6 ; do
get q from waiting
if q j=  then return YES
else if q 2= passed then
add q to passed
waiting := waiting [ (su (q))

od
return NO
Figure 2: Adding symmetry to the forward rea hability analysis.
This new algorithm uses  and  to onvert all dis overed states to their normal
forms. If  is anoni al, then exa tly the quotient graph will be explored. However, if 
is not anoni al, then at most the original state graph will be explored.

3 From Uppaal to Suppaal
The tool Uppaal has been based on the theory of timed automata of Alur and Dill
[4, 2℄. In short, a Uppaal model onsists of a network of timed automata enhan ed with
(arrays of) bounded integer variables, whi h ommuni ate through shared variables and
by binary blo king syn hronizations (see, for instan e, the help menu in the tool itself
and [17℄). In this se tion we explain how we add the s alarset data type to the system
des ription language of Uppaal. We assume some knowledge about this des ription
language, and in parti ular about the \templates" and their instantiation me hanism.
In se tion 3.1 we formally de ne the symmetry extension of the syntax of the system
des ription language. In se tion 3.2 we give a formal de nition of Uppaal models
enhan ed with symmetry, whi h we all Suppaal models from now on. Moreover,
we present a version of a model of Fis her's mutual ex lusion proto ol that has been
5

adjusted for symmetry. Finally, in se tion 3.3 we explain the semanti s of these models
using the mathemati al representation.

3.1 Adding the s alarset data type to Uppaal
In this se tion we explain how we extend the syntax of the system des ription language
of Uppaal with s alarsets. We do not give the omplete original syntax of this language
here sin e it an be easily found in the help menu of the tool itself. At the end of this
se tion we use the extended syntax to model Fis her's mutual ex lusion proto ol (see,
e.g., [1℄).
The additions we propose are split into three parts. First, we explain the additions
to the de larations se tion, se ond, we explain the hanges to template parameters, and
third, we explain the additions to the pro ess assignments se tion.

Additions to the de larations se tion
First, we add the s alarset data type to Uppaal. This is a sub range of integers
with xed size, and whose elements an be arbitrarily permuted without hanging the
behavior of the system. First, we want to be able to de lare s alarset types with di erent
sizes in the global de laration se tions of Uppaal models as follows:
s alarset pid[3℄;
s alarset bid[5℄;

A s alarset is the sub range f0; :::; j j 1g, where j j denotes the size of the
s alarset. In order to use these s alarsets, we should be able to use them in de larations.
For example:
int[0,1℄ input[bid℄;

The s alarset array input ontains boolean values. Its size is xed by the size of the
s alarset, whi h in this ase equals 5. In order to make optimal use of s alarsets we also
add multi dimensional arrays of bounded integer variables and hannels. For example:
int dim3[pid℄[bid℄[7℄;
han d[5℄[pid℄;

The three-dimensional integer array dim3 thus ontains 3  5  7 elements, and d
is a two dimensional array of hannels with 15 elements.
Next, we formally state the hanges to the original syntax of Uppaal to fa ilitate
the me hanisms sket hed above (see the help menu of Uppaal for the omplete original
syntax de nition). First, we add the s alarset type to the syntax:
De larations ::= ( NewDe l `;' )*
NewDe l ::= De l | `s alarset' ID `[' CExpr '℄'

The se ond formal adjustment to the original syntax is the rede nition of the grammar for IL:
6

IL ::= ILID ( `,' ILID )*
ILID ::= ID ( `[' CExpr `℄' )*

This renewed de nition of IL allows us to de lare (multi-dimensional) arrays of
hannels. Note that with this syntax we an also de lare (multi-dimensional) arrays of
lo ks. However, for reasons of simpli ity we do not allow this. Finally, we rede ne the
variable identi ers:
VID ::= ID ( `[' (CExpr | ID) `℄' )* | ID `:=' CExpr

The renewed de nition of VID allows us to de lare multi-dimensional arrays of integers. The se ond appearan e of the non-terminal ID in the rst rule of the de nition of
VID must be bound to a s alarset. Thus, we an use a s alarset type to index arrays.

Additions to the template parameters
Apart from using s alarset types to de lare variables and to index arrays, we also want
to use them for the instantiation of templates. Consider for example the well-known
Fis her mutual ex lusion proto ol. It ontains n pro esses, whi h only di er in a unique
pro ess identi er, whi h an be modeled by the s alarset pid. The Uppaal model only
ontains a single template, say P, of a generi Fis her pro ess whi h takes a pro ess
identi er as argument. All pro esses are reated by instantiation of this template. We
propose the following syntax for the template parameters of P:
pro ess P ( s alarset pid; )

For the sake of simpli ity we only allow templates to be instantiated with s alarsets.
Thus, we rede ne the syntax for template parameters as follows:
Param ::= ( `s alarset' ID (',' ID)* )*

Note that this de nition allows an empty parameter list.

Additions to the pro ess assignments se tion
We explained above that we an model the unique pro ess identi ers of the Fis her
proto ol as a s alarset, say pid. Additionally, we an instantiate the above mentioned
template P with the elements of this s alarset. We propose the following syntax for this
instantiation in the pro ess assignments se tion:
Fis herPro s := P(pid);

Informally, this onstru t means that the \obje t" Fis herPro s is the parallel
omposition of jpidj instantiations of template P with all elements of the s alarset pid.
Moreover, we also propose layered instantiation using the s alarsets. Assume that pid
and bid are s alarsets, then
Pro s1 := P(pid);
Pro s2 := B(pid,bid);
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reates the pro ess Pro s1 as the parallel omposition of jpidj instan es of template
P and Pro s2 as the parallel omposition of jpidj  jbidj instan es of template B. In
general, we rede ne the syntax for the pro ess assignments, given by PAList, as follows:
PAList ::= (ID ':=' ID '(' [Values℄ ')' ';')*
Values ::= ID (',' ID)*

Of ourse, there are some synta ti al and semanti restri tions for using the new
pro ess assignment onstru tion. We do not elaborate on them here, sin e they are not
very interesting and mostly straightforward.

Example: Fis her's mutual ex lusion proto ol
We an use the adjusted syntax to model Fis her's mutual ex lusion proto ol (based on
the model that is distributed with Uppaal). We start with the global de larations of
the Suppaal model:
s alarset pro ess_id[3℄;
int id:=-1;

Next, there is the template P, whi h has a header pro ess P (s alarset pid) and
uses a lo al lo k x. This template has been depi ted in gure 3.
id==-1
x:=0

req
x<=2

x<=2
x:=0,
id:=pid

id:=-1

cs

x>2,
id==pid

x:=0
id==-1

wait

Figure 3: The Fis her pro ess template.
The global idea of the proto ol is that ea h \Fis her pro ess" has a unique pro ess
identi er (elements of the s alarset pid in our model). As soon as a Fis her pro ess
wants to enter its riti al se tion, it writes its own identi er in a global variable (id in
our model). If the global variable still ontains its identi er after a ertain amount of
time (2 time units in our model), then the Fis her pro ess may enter its riti al se tion.
When it leaves its riti al se tion, then it resets the global variable to a neutral value
(-1 in our model). The pro ess assignments se tion onsists of only the following line:
Pro s := P(pro ess_id);

As we explained in the previous se tion, the obje t Pro s denotes the parallel omposition of 3 (sin e the s alarset pro ess_id has size 3) Fis her pro esses. Note that
the pro ess identi ers range from 0 to 2, whi h ensures that -1 indeed is a neutral value
for the global variable id. Finally, the system de nition se tion only ontains the line
\system Pro s;", whi h speaks for itself.
8

3.2 Mathemati al des ription of Suppaal models
In the previous se tion we added multidimensional arrays and the s alarset data type
to Uppaal's system des ription language to obtain the system des ription language
of Suppaal. In this se tion we give a mathemati al representation of these Suppaal
models, whi h an easily be derived from the new system des ription language.
To formally de ne a Suppaal model, we rst need to de ne guards, invariants
and assignments over the lo ks and guards and assignments over the bounded integer
variables.

De nition 3.1 (Clo k guard) A lo k guard  over a set of lo ks X is de ned by the
grammar  ::= x  n j x  y + n j  ^ , where x; y 2 X , n 2 Z and  2 f; <; =; >; g.
We let CG(X ) denote the set of all lo k guards over X .
Next, we de ne the set of invariants, whi h is a subset of the set of lo k guards.

De nition 3.2 (Invariant) An invariant  over a set of lo ks X is de ned by the
grammar  ::= x  n j  ^ , where x 2 X , n 2 N and  2 f; <g. We let Inv(X )
denote the set of all invariants over X .
Clo k assignments reset lo ks to an integer value greater than or equal to zero.

De nition 3.3 (Clo k assignment) A lo k assignment a over a set of lo ks X is
de ned by the grammar a ::= x := n, where x 2 X and n 2 N . We let CA(X ) denote
the set of all lo k assignments over X .
Next, we de ne the integer expressions, whi h an be used as part of integer assignments, integer guards and syn hronizations. For sake of simpli ity, we do not allow
arrays to index arrays.

De nition 3.4 (Integer expression) An integer expression IExpr over a set of variables V and a set of s alarsets is de ned by the grammar
SIExpr ::= z
IExpr

j

::= SIexpr

j v j (SIExpr

SIExpr)

j v[SIExpr℄+
2 f=; ; +; g. We let IX(V; ) denote the set

where z 2 Z, 2 , v 2 V , and
of all integer expressions over V and . Elements of SIExpr are alled simple integer
expressions.

An integer guard onsists of a onjun tion of omparisons between two integer expressions.

De nition 3.5 (Integer guard) An integer guard  over a set of variables V and
a set of s alarsets is de ned by the grammar  ::= IExpr  IExpr j  ^ , where
 2 f; <; =; 6=; >; g. We let IG(V; ) denote the set of integer guards over V and .
An integer assignment assigns the value of some integer expression to an integer
variable, or to an entry of a (multi dimensional) integer array.
9

De nition 3.6 (Integer assignment) An integer assignment  over a set of variables
V and a set of s alarsets is de ned by the grammar  ::= v[SIExpr℄ := IExpr where
v 2 V . We let IA(V; ) denote the set of all integer assignments over V and .
Finally, we de ne the set of syn hronizations over a set of syn hronization labels ,
a set of variables V , and a set of s alarsets .

De nition 3.7 (Syn hronization) A syn hronization  over a set of labels , a set
of variables V and a set of s alarsets is de ned by the grammar

j [SIExpr℄ ! j [SIExpr℄?
where  denotes the \empty" syn hronization and  2 . We let Syn (; V; ) denote
 ::=



the set of all syn hronizations over , V , and .

For instan e, if s 2  and 2 , then s[ ℄! 2 Syn (; V; ). Su h a syn hronization
does not mean that the value is send over the hannel s. Instead, it expresses the
blo king syn hronization over the -th element of the array of hannels s. This onstru t
is motivated by models in whi h the symmetri omponents are modeled by the parallel
omposition of syn hronizing pro esses, e.g., a omputation pro ess and a broad ast
pro ess.
A Suppaal model onsists of a set of global integer variables, V g , a set of global
lo ks, X g , a set of hannels, , a set of s alarsets, , and multiple Suppaal pro esses
with lo al variables and lo ks. The pro esses are reated by instantiation of templates,
and therefore we pro eed with the de nition of these templates over V g , X g , and .

De nition 3.8 (Suppaal template) A Suppaal template over V g , X g ,
a tuple T = (L; L0 ; lt; X; V; S; I; vt; init; E ), where












L is a nite set of lo ations,
L0 2 L is the initial lo ation,
lt : L ! fregular; urgent; ommitted g assigns a type to every lo ation,

X is a nite set of lo al lo ks (assume X g \ X = ;),
V is a nite set of lo al bounded integer variables (assume V g \ V = ;),
S

is a nite set of s alarsets,

I : L ! Inv(X g [ X ) assigns invariants to lo ations,

! (N [ S ) assigns a type to every lo al variable,
init : V ! Z+ initializes every lo al variable, and
E  L  Syn (; V [ V g ; S )  G  A  L is a set of edges, where
{ G is a pair of guards in IG(V [ V g ; S )  CG(X [ X g ), and
{ A is a pair of assignments in (IA(V [ V g ; S ))  2CA(X [X g ) .

vt : V
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and  is

It is relatively straightforward to onstru t the mathemati al Suppaal templates
from the system des ription language. The only diÆ ulty might o ur when onstru ting
the set S (and thereby vt and E ). During the onstru tion the template parameter is
repla ed by the s alarset it mimi s. In the example of the Fis her proto ol, this means
that the set S for the template P ontains only one s alarset, namely pro ess_id, and
the name pid in the edges of the template has been repla ed by pro ess_id.
The vt fun tion an be explained by an example. Assume that v is a variable and
that vt(v) = (3; ; 8), where is a s alarset in S . This means that the variable v is a
three dimensional array. Its rst dimension is a regular dimension with size 3, its se ond
dimension is indexed by s alarset (its size is also determined by , see below), and its
third dimension also is a regular dimension, but with size 8. If vt(v) equals the empty
sequen e, denoted by , then v is a regular variable.
The init fun tion initializes the lo al variables. Our representation does not in lude
the \de oding" s heme needed for arrays. However, this does not matter, sin e array
entries are initialized to 0 by default.
We use indi es to refer to the spe i parts of templates. E.g., if Ti denotes a
template, then Xi denotes the set of lo al lo ks of Ti . With the previous de nitions of
Suppaal templates we are ready to de ne Suppaal models.

De nition 3.9 (Suppaal model) A tuple M = ( ; s; V g ; vt; init; X g ; ; t; T) de nes
a Suppaal model, if











is a nite set of s alarsets,

s:

!N

de nes the size of ea h s alarset,

V g is a nite set of global integer variables,
vt : V g ! (N

[ ) assigns a type to every global variable,

init : V g ! Z+ initializes every global variable,

X g is a nite set of global lo ks,
 is a nite set of ommuni ation hannels,
t :  ! fregular; urgent g assigns a type to every hannel, and
T

is a nite set of templates.

The tuple M ontains all information needed to onstru t the set of a tual pro esses
in the system, whi h de nes the semanti s of the model. We de ne these Suppaal
pro esses as follows.

De nition 3.10 (Suppaal pro ess) Let M be a Suppaal model as above. A Suppro ess of M is a tuple Ai = (Ti ; i ), where Ti 2 T and i : Si ! N , su h that
0  i ( ) < s( ) for all s alarsets 2 S .
paal

As with templates, we use indi es to refer to the omponents of pro esses. Thus, if
Ai is a pro ess, then Ti is its template, and Vi is the set of lo al variables of the pro ess'
template. Note that the number of valid s alarset valuation
fun tions for a template Ti
Q
is nite. To be exa t, the number of possibilities equals 2Si s( ).
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Note that Suppaal pro esses of M that originate from the same template have equal
sets of lo al variables, lo ks and s alarsets. To simplify the explanation of the semanti s
of M , whi h we de ne in the next se tion, we \ atten" the presentation. That is, we
de ne the set of pro esses A asso iated with M as uniquely renamed Suppaal pro esses
of M :
= f rename(Ti ;i ) ((Ti ; i )) j (Ti ; i ) is a Suppaal pro ess of M g
(3)
By subs ribing the one-to-one renaming fun tions with (Ti ; i ), we want to express
that these renaming fun tions are unique in the sense that the lo al lo ks, variables
and onstants of di erent pro esses share no elements. This allows us to merge the sets
of lo ks, variables and variable type fun tions of all pro esses of a Suppaal model.
From now on, Var denotes the set of all variables, tVar denotes the set of all variable
type mappings and Clo k denotes the set of all lo ks. As will be ome lear later, this
assumption, whi h an be made without loss of generality, is very onvenient for the
de nition of the semanti s of the model.
We an easily extra t the mathemati al des ription of the model from any Suppaal
system des ription. From this mathemati al des ription, we an generate the set of
pro esses A (thereby hoosing suitable renaming fun tions). Moreover, we an derive
the partial equivalen e fun tion equivijV : Vi ! Vj for every pair of pro esses Ai and Aj :
A

(

equivVij (a) =

b if Ti = Tj and rename(T1i ;i ) (a) = rename(T1j ;j ) (b)
" otherwise

This equivalen e fun tion links the lo al variables of pro esses whi h originate from
the same template. Similarly, we an derive the partial equivalen e fun tion equivijX :
Xi ! Xj for lo al lo ks. It is straightforward to see that if equivij (a) is de ned, then
equivji Æ equivij (a) = a.

Synta ti al restri tions on Suppaal models
The mathemati al des ription of a Suppaal model as de ned previously should satisfy a
number of restri tions to be synta ti ally orre t. For instan e, a referen e to an array of
integers must ontain the right number of dimensions given by the tVar fun tion. We do
not elaborate on these well-understood restri tions here. Instead, we dis uss restri tions
on erning the newly introdu ed s alarsets.
First, we need to introdu e the on ept of well-formed integer expressions. Therefore,
we need the help of a proje tion [ ℄i whi h sele ts elements from arrays or sequen es.
This proje tion fun tion is de ned as follows:

[(e0 ; e1 ; :::; en )℄i = ei if 0  i  n
" otherwise
Informally, an integer expression is well-formed if it is not an array, or if it is an
array of whi h all s alarset dimensions are indexed by s alarset onstants of the same
type.
De nition 3.11 (Well-formedness) Let exp 2 IX (V g [ Vi ; Si ) be an integer expression of some pro ess. We all exp well-formed, if exp is a simple integer expression, or
if exp = a[i0 ℄:::[im ℄ su h that if [tVar(a)℄k = , then ik = for all 2 and for all
0  k  m.
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This on ept of well-formedness an easily be lifted to well-formedness of syn hronizations, integer assignments, integer guards and edges. For instan e, assume that we
have a Suppaal model with a s alarset id with size 3, and a variable array a, su h
that tVar(a) = (id). This means that a is a one-dimensional array indexed by the
s alarset id. Moreover, there is a template in this model whi h is parameterized with
this s alarset, and whi h has lo al integer variable v. Figure 4 depi ts a well-formed
edge of this template, and gure 5 depi ts a non well-formed edge.
a[id]==3
a[id]:=0

a[2]==3
a[v]:=0

Figure 4: A well-formed edge.

Figure 5: A non well-formed edge.

We also distinguish a spe ial subset of non well-formed integer expressions and synhronizations.

De nition 3.12 (( ; n)-malformedness) Let a[i0 ℄:::[n℄:::[im ℄ be a non well-formed integer expression or syn hronization. If the n 2 f0; :::; s( ) 1g is the unique ause of this
sin e it indexes an dimension, then we all this integer expression or syn hronization
( ; n)-malformed.
Again, we an easily lift this on ept to edges: an edge is ( ; n)-malformed, i it
ontains ( ; n)-malformed integer expressions or syn hronizations. For instan e, assume
the same ontext as asso iated with the gures above and onsider gure 6, whi h
ontains three ((id; n))-malformed edges: one for every n 2 f0; 1; 2g. Note that the
edge of gure 5 is not ( ; n)-malformed for any or n.
a[0]==3
a[0]:=0

a[1]==3
a[1]:=0

a[2]==3
a[2]:=0

Figure 6: (id; n)-malformed edges (where n 2 f0; 1; 2g).
Now we an state the restri tions on erning s alarsets in a Suppaal model. In short,
there may be no symmetry breaking operations on s alarsets and we have formulated
the following restri tions to a hieve this:
(1) Consider a s alarset

2 Si of pro ess Ai . We an use in only three ways:

a) Assign the s alarset to a regular variable: v := may appear in pro ess Ai .
b) Use the s alarset in guards: v = and v 6= may appear in pro ess Ai .
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) We an use to index dimensions of arrays: a[i0 ℄:::[ik 1 ℄[ ℄[ik+1 ℄:::[in ℄,
where a 2 Var [ , may appear in pro ess Ai , if [tVar(a)℄k = . This means
that well-formed integer expressions may appear in our model.
Thus, the s alarsets in pro esses may not be used in arithmeti al expressions, lo k
guards and invariants.
We an ompute a set of variables used for ea h s alarset as follows: a 2 used
if and only if there exists an assignment a := or there exists a guard a = or
a 6= in the model.
(2) Let v 2 used for some s alarset . For instan e, the global variable id in the
Fis her proto ol example at the end of se tion 3.1 is an element of usedpro ess id .
a) v is initialized to a value 2= f0; :::; j j 1g.
b) used \ used = ; for all s alarsets and .
) v an only be used in assignments and guards as in (1a) and (1b) or we an
assign an integer value z to v, or we an use v in a guard of the form v = z
or v 6= z , su h that z 2= f0; 1; :::; j j 1g.
Thus, v an neither be used in arithmeti al expressions, nor an it be used to index
arrays. Note that our Fis her example satis es these onditions: id is initialized
to -1, the Fis her template only assigns -1 or the s alarset onstant to id, and it
ompares id only to -1 or to the s alarset onstant.
(3) An edge e = (sr ; ; g; a; dst) 2 Ei of a Suppaal model should either be wellformed, or it should be ( ; n)-malformed, su h that:

{ the edge is not ( ; m)-malformed for any 6= or m 6= n, and
{ for every n0 2 f0; :::; j j 1g n fng there exists an ( ; n0 )-malformed edge
e0 = (sr ; 0 ; g0 ; a0 ; dst) 2 Ei su h that 0 , g0 and a0 only synta ti ally di er
from , g and a in that the appearan es of n as dimension index have been
repla ed by n0 .
For instan e, the example belonging to gure 6 satis es these onstraints, sin e
every (id; n)-malformed edge is not (id; m)-malformed for an m 6= n (for instan e,
an edge labeled with the guard a[1℄==3 and the assignment a[2℄:=0 is not allowed). Moreover, there are the three required \equivalent" (id; n)-malformed
edges: one for ea h n 2 f0; 1; 2g.
Note that this restri tion allows pro esses to \reset" s alarset dimensions of arrays
without breaking the symmetry, whi h an be very onvenient if not ne essary for
the modeling of many systems.
The restri tions above are very similar to those imposed by Ip and Dill, ex ept for
item (2). In ontrast with their theory, we allow the assignment of a \s alarset type" to
a regular variable (these variables are aught by the used -sets). Our motivation is based
on the Fis her proto ol, whi h would not t in our framework without this extension,
although it learly exhibits full symmetry. With the previous restri tions we are able to
prove in se tion 4 that our proposed symmetry redu tion te hnique is sound.
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3.3 Semanti s of a Suppaal model
The semanti s of a Suppaal model is, as with regular timed automata, de ned by an
in nite transition system whi h originates from the set of (renamed!) Suppaal pro esses
A . The states of this transition system are de ned as follows:

De nition 3.13 (State) A state of a Uppaal model ontaining n pro esses is a tuple
(~l; v;  ), where
 ~l is the lo ation ve tor, su h that li 2 Li for all 0  i  n 1,

 v : Var ! Z is the variable valuation, whi h maps every variable to a value (or a
tuple of values in ase of an array)2 , and

  : Clo k ! R+

is the lo k valuation whi h maps every lo k to a non-negative
real number in luding zero.

The set of variable valuations for some model is denoted by , the set of lo k
valuations for some model is denoted by , and the set of all states is denoted by S.
This de nition explains the need for the renaming fun tions in de nition 3.9 on page
11. If we allow equal lo al names of variables or lo ks in pro esses, then we would need
a lo k and variable valuation for every pro ess.
There are three kinds of transitions between states of a Uppaal model. Before we
de ne these, we spe ify how the assignments and guards are interpreted over the lo k
and variable valuations. Sin e the integer guards and integer assignments might ontain
s alarsets, we need the ontext of a Suppaal pro ess (more pre isely, the s alarset
valuation ) for evaluation.
eval : IX(Var; )  A

  ,! Z

eval : CG(Clo k) 

! ftrue; falseg

eval : IG(Var; )  A

  ,! ftrue; falseg

These fun tions are de ned in the usual way. Using these evaluation fun tions, we
an easily de ne the integer assignment exe ution fun tion and the lo k reset exe ution
fun tion, whose types are given below.
exe : (IA(Var; ))  A   ,! 
exe : 2CA(Clo k) 

!

Now we are ready to de ne the transitions of a Suppaal model (we assume that
there are n pro esses). The rst kind of transition is a simple a tion transition in whi h
an individual pro ess exe utes an edge labeled with the \empty" hannel  :

2

We do not expli itly explain the en oding and de oding of these arrays, sin e it is enough to assume
that this happens in a onsistent way.
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De nition 3.14 (Simple a tion transition) A tuple of states ((~l; v;  ); (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )) is
a simple a tion transition if an edge (sr ; ; ( ; v ); (a ; av); dst) 2 Ek exists, su h that







lk = sr and lk0 = dst and lj0 = lj for all j 6= k,
eval(( ;  )) = eval(( v ; Ak ; v)) = true,

v0 = exe ((av; Ak ; v)) and  0 = exe ((a ;  )),

eval((Ii (li );  )) = eval((Ii (li0 );  0 )) = true for all 0  i  n 1, and
if there exists a li su h that lti (li ) = ommitted, then ltk (lk ) = ommitted.

The se ond kind of transition is a syn hronizing a tion transition in whi h two proesses simultaneously exe ute an edge with mat hing syn hronization labels.
De nition 3.15 ( a tion transition) A tuple ((~l; v;  ); (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )) of states is alled
a  a tion transition if there exists an edge (sr ; (; !); ( ; v ); (a ; av); dst) 2 Ek and
an edge (sr 0 ; (; ?); ( 0 ; v0 ); (a 0 ; av0 ); dst0 ) 2 Eh , su h that :
 lk = sr and l0 = dst and lh = sr 0 and l0 = dst0 and l0 = li for all i 6= h; k,
k

h

i

 eval(( ;  )) = eval(( v ; Ak ; v)) = eval(( 0 ;  )) = eval(( v0 ; Ah; v)) = true,
 v0 = exe ((av0 ; Ah ; exe (av; Ak ; v)))) and  0 = exe (( 0 ; exe (( ;  )))),
 eval((Ii (li );  )) = eval((Ii (li0 );  0)) = true for all 0  i  n 1, and
 if there exists a li su h that lti(li ) = ommitted, then ltk (lk ) = ommitted
lth (lh ) = ommitted.

or

Note that the ex lamation mark side of the syn hronization pre edes the question
mark side of the syn hronization with respe t to assignments. The last kind of transition
is transition in whi h only time elapses.
De nition 3.16 (Æ delay transition) A tuple of states ((~l; v;  ); (~l; v;  0 )) is a Æ delay
transition, where Æ 2 R+ and Æ > 0, if
  0(x) =  (x) + Æ for all x 2 X ,

 eval((Ii (li );  )) = eval((Ii (li );  0)) = true for all 0  i  n 1, and
 lti (li) 6= ommitted for all 0  i  n 1,
 if there exists an i su h that lti (li) = urgent, then no state r exists


su h that
((~l; v;  ); r) is a simple a tion transition or  a tion transition for some  2 ,
no state r exists su h that ((~l; v;  ); r) is a  a tion transition for some  2  su h
that t() = urgent.

With the de nitions of states and the three transitions we have de ned the stru ture
of our transition system. We nish with des ribing the initial state of a Suppaal model.
The lo ation ve tor of this state is de ned by the L0i for every pro ess i, the initial
variable valuation is given by the init fun tions, and nally, the initial lo k valuation
assigns 0 to all lo ks in the model.
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De nition 3.17 (Run) A nite or in nite sequen e of states s0 ; s1 ; ::: is a run, if s0
is the initial state, and (si ; si+1 ) is a simple a tion transition, a  a tion transition, or
a Æ delay transition for all i.

For a Suppaal model M we let R(M ) denote the set of all runs of M , whi h thus
aptures the behavior of M . Sin e the theory of symmetry that we adopt (summarized in
se tion 2) is solely on erned with rea hability of states, we limit ourselves to rea hability
properties. Let us assume that we have a set of state properties , for whose elements
 we an easily say whether they are true or false in some state.

De nition 3.18 (Rea hability) For a Suppaal model M and a state property , we
say that  is rea hable in M , denoted by M j= 93, if a run s0 ; s1 ; ::: 2 R(M ) exists
su h that  is true in some si of that run.

The model he king engine of Uppaal an de ide whether or not M j= 93. It
onstru ts a nite abstra tion of the transition system of M on-the- y, using di eren e
bounded matri es for symboli representation of the lo k valuation of the state [6, 11, 3℄.
This nite abstra tion is then treated by a lassi al nite state model he king algorithm
as depi ted in gure 1 on page 3. It is not very diÆ ult to adjust the engine to take
symmetry into a ount, as is s hemati ally depi ted in gure 2 on page 5.

4 Extra tion of automorphisms
In this se tion we extra t automorphisms from an Suppaal model whi h has been
extended with s alarsets. First, we de ne the so- alled swap fun tions, and se ond, we
prove that these swap fun tions are automorphisms.
We assume the ontext of a Suppaal model M = ( ; s; V g ; vt; init; X g ; ; t; T)
whi h gives rise to n (uniquely renamed!) pro esses, denoted by Ai = (Ti ; i ).

4.1 De ning the automorphisms
As Ip and Dill we de ne permutations on the state graph of, in our ase, a Suppaal
model. Part of the state of a Suppaal model onsists of lo al ontributions of the various
pro esses of the model. Moreover, the behavior of the model is de ned by the ontrol
stru ture of the pro esses. Therefore, we use pro esses whi h are (almost) synta ti ally
equivalent to permute the state.

De nition 4.1 (Pro ess swap) Let Ai and Aj be pro esses of M that originate from
the same template (Ti = Tj ). We de ne a pro ess swap ij : S ! S as follows:
ij ((~l; v;  )) = (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 ), su h that
li0 = lj ; lj0 = li ; and lk0 = lk for all k 6= i; j
v0 (a) =
 0 (x) =

8
<
:
8
<
:

v(equivVij (a)) if a 2 Vi
v(equivVji (a)) if a 2 Vj
v(a)
otherwise
 (equivXij (x)) if x 2 Xi
 (equivXji (x)) if x 2 Xj
 (x)
otherwise
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Lemma 4.1 A pro ess swap is its own inverse.
Proof. We prove that ij Æ ij ((~l; v;  )) = ij ((~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )) = (~l00 ; v00 ;  00 ) su h that ~l00 = ~l,
v00 = v, and  00 =  . We split the proof in three parts:
 ~l00 = ~l. From de nition 4.1 we know that li0 = lj and lj0 = li. Applying ij again
gives us that li00 = lj0 and lj00 = li0 . Thus, li00 = li , and lj00 = lj and lk00 = lk for all
k 6= i; j .

 v00 = v. We prove that v00(a) = v(a) for all variables a in three ases:
{ a 2= Vi [ Vj . We see in de nition 4.1 that the value of a remains un hanged.

Thus v00 (a) = v0 (a) = v(a).
{ a 2 Vi . In de nition 4.1 we read that v0 (a) = v(equivij (a)). Sin e the
equivalen e fun tion is a bije tion from Vi to Vj , we know that equivij (a) 2 Vj .
Applying another pro ess swap thus gives us that
v00 (a) = v(equiv Æ equiv (a))
ji

ij

At the end of se tion 3.2 we explained that equivij Æ equivji = id. Therefore,
we an say that v00 (a) = v(a).
{ a 2 Vj . The proof of this ase is similar as the proof in the previous item.

  00 =  . We an proof this by an argument similar to the one in the previous item.
2
Next, we de ne the multiple pro ess swap.

De nition 4.2 (Multiple pro ess swap) Let 2 be a s alarset and let 0  i 6=
j < s( ). A multiple pro ess swap is the omposition ij = k1 k2 Æ k3 k4 Æ ::: Æ k2m 1 k2m ,
su h that for all pro esses Ak1 ; :::; Ak2m the following holds:

 Tk2p 1 = Tk2p for all 1  p  m,
 k2p 1 ( ) = i and k2p ( ) = j for all 1  p  m,
 k2p 1 ( ) = k2p ( ) for all 1  p  m and for all 6=

.

Moreover, there are no pro ess indi es kx 1 and kx su h that the three items above are
satis ed, and kx 1 kx is not in the omposition. (Note that ij = ji).

Lemma 4.2 A pro ess is swapped at most on e by a multiple pro ess swap.
Proof. Consider some pro ess Ap su h that p( ) = i. Equation 3 on page 12 allows us
to on lude that there is exa tly one other pro ess Aq whi h originates from the same
template, q ( ) = j , and whose other s alarsets mat h those of Ap . Therefore, only
the pro ess swap pq (or, equivalently, qp) involving Ap an be present in the multiple
pro ess swap.
2
Lemma 4.3 If pro ess Ap is not swapped by a multiple pro ess swap ij , then p( ) 2=
fi; j g.
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Proof. We prove that if p ( ) 2 fi; j g, then the pro ess is swapped, whi h is logi ally
equivalent to our lemma. Thus, we assume p( ) = i. Equation 3 on page 12 allows us
to on lude that there is exa tly one other pro ess Aq whi h originates from the same
template, q ( ) = j , and whose other s alarsets mat h those of Ap . Therefore, the
pro ess swap pq must be in the multiple pro ess swap ij a ording to de nition 4.2. A
similar argument holds for the situation p ( ) = j .
2
Lemma 4.4 Consider four pro esses Ap , Ap0 , Aq and Aq0 and two pro ess swaps p;p0
and q;q0 . If the four pro esses are all di erent, then p;p0 Æ q;q0 = q;q0 Æ p;p0 .
Proof. In de nition 4.1 we see that the pro ess swaps are orthogonal, be ause they only
swap the lo al ontributions to the state of the pro esses. Thus, if the four pro esses
are di erent, then it does not matter in whi h order we apply the pro ess swaps. 2
The se ond step swaps the dimensions of integer variable arrays whi h are indexed
by some s alarset, and it swaps the integer variables whi h are target of an assignment
with a s alarset onstant.

De nition 4.3 (Data swap) Let 2 be a s alarset and let 0  i 6= j < s( )g. A
data swap is de ned as ij ((~l; v;  )) = (~l; v0 ;  ), su h that: for every regular variable a:
v0 (a) =

8
<
:

i
if v(a) = j and a 2 used
j
if v(a) = i and a 2 used
v(a) otherwise

And for every n dimensional integer array a:
v0 (a[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄) = v(a[(i0 ) ;0 ℄:::[(in 1 ) ;n 1 ℄)
where the fun tions () ;k : N

()

;k

!N
=

8
<
:

are de ned for array a as:

i if = j and [tVar(a)℄k =
j if = i and [tVar(a)℄k =
otherwise

Lemma 4.5 A data swap is its own inverse.
Proof. We prove that ij Æ ij ((~l; v;  )) = ij ((~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )) = (~l00 ; v00 ;  00 ) su h that ~l00 = ~l,
v00 = v, and  00 =  . We split the proof in three parts:
 ~l00 = ~l. From de nition 4.3 we know that the data swap does not alter the lo ation
ve tor. Therefore, ~l00 = ~l.

 v00 = v. First, we proof that v00 (a[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄) = v(a[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄) for all n dimensional integer arrays a. Therefore, let us apply two data swaps to this array:
v00 (a[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄) = v(a[((i0 ) ;0 ) ;0 ℄:::[((in 1 ) ;n 1 ) ;n 1 ℄)

Next, we prove that (( ) ;k ) ;k = . We distinguish three ases. First, = i
and [tVar(a)℄k = . By de nition (( ) ;k ) ;k = (j ) ;k = i. Se ond, = j and
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[tVar(a)℄k = . Then (( ) ;k ) ;k = (i) ;k = j . The third ase en ompasses all
other situations, and thus (( ) ;k ) ;k = ( ) ;k = by de nition 4.3.
Se ond, we must prove that v00 (a) = v(a) for all regular variables a. Again, we
distinguish three ases. First, v(a) = j and a 2 used . By de nition v0 (a) = i and
{ of ourse { still a 2 used . Applying another swap thus gives us by de nition
that v00 (a) = j . The se ond ase, v(a) = i and a 2 used , is similar. The third
ase en ompasses all other situations, and again by de nition 4.3 we know that
v00 (a) = v0 (a) = v(a).
 00 =  , sin e the data swap does not alter the lo k valuation.

2
Lemma 4.6 Consider a pro ess swap pq and a data swap ij . The order of appli ation
does not matter: pq Æ ij = ij Æ pq .
Proof. Assume that pq Æ ij ((~l; v;  )) = pq ((~l10 ; v10 ; 10 )) = (~l100 ; v100 ; 100 ), and similarly
ij Æ pq ((~l; v;  )) = ij ((~l20 ; v20 ; 20 )) = (~l200 ; v200 ; 200 ). We prove that (~l100 ; v100 ; 100 ) = (~l200 ; v200 ; 200 ).

 ~l100 = ~l200, be ause we now by de nition 4.3 that the data swap does not alter the


lo ation ve tor.
v100 = v200 , thus v100 (a) = v200 (a) for all (arrays of) integer variables a. We distinguish
three ases:

{ a 2 Vp . There are two situations. First, a an be a regular (non-array)
variable. Then v10 (a) equals i if v(a) = j and a 2 used , or j if v(a) = i and
a 2 used , or v(a) otherwise. Similarly, v10 (b) equals i if v(b) = j and b 2
used , or j if v(b) = i and b 2 used , or v(b) otherwise, where b = equivpq (a).
Note that b exists sin e a is a lo al variable of pro ess Ap. Applying the
pro ess swap swaps the value of a with the value of b, thus:
v100 (a) = v10 (b) =

8
<
:

i
if v(b) = j and b 2 used
j
if v(b) = i and b 2 used
v(b) otherwise

Next, we onsider v20 (a), whi h results from a pro ess swap. Thus: v20 (a) =
v(b), where b = equivpq (a). Applying the data swap gives us by de nition:

v00 (a) =
2

8
<
:

i
if v20 (a) = v(b) = j and b 2 used
j
if v20 (a) = v(b) = i and b 2 used
v(b) otherwise

Therefore, v100 (a) = v200 (a) for all regular variables a.
Se ond, a an be a n-dimensional array of integers. First applying the data
swap gives us that v10 (a[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄) = v(a[(i0 ) ;0 ℄:::[(in 1 ℄) ;n 1 ). The pro ess
swap then swaps all entries of a with equivpq (a):
v00 (a[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄) = v(equiv (a)[(i0 ) ;0 ℄:::[(in 1 ℄) ;n 1 )
1

pq
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On the other hand, rst applying the pro ess swap gives v20 (a[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄) =
v(equivpq (a)[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄). Next, we apply the data swap with the result that
v00 (a[i0 ℄:::[in 1 ℄) = v(equiv (a)[(i0 ) ;0 ℄:::[(in 1 ℄) ;n 1 )
2



pq

Thus, we on lude that v100 (a) = v200 (a) for all (arrays of) integer variables a.
{ a 2 Vq . We an prove this with a similar argument as appears in the previous
item.
{ a 2= Vp [ Vq . These variables are left un hanged by the pro ess swap, as we an
read in de nition 4.1. Therefore, obviously v100 (a) = v200 (a) for these variables.
100 = 200 , be ause we now by de nition 4.3 that the data swap does not alter the
lo k valuation.

2
Using the multiple pro ess swap and the data swap we an de ne the permutations
whi h permute the i-th and the j -th element of a s alarset onsistently through the
state.

De nition 4.4 (State swap) Let be a s alarset and let 0
ij Æ ij is a state swap abbreviated by ij .

 i 6= j < s( ).

Then,

Lemma 4.7 A state swap is its own inverse.
Proof. Consider a state swap p1  ij Æ ij = ij Æ k1 k2 Æ k3 k4 Æ ::: Æ k2m 1 k2m . Sin e
a multiple pro ess swap does always swap a pro ess at most on e (see lemma 4.2 on
page 18), we an use lemma 4.4 and lemma 4.6 to rewrite this state swap to p2 
k2m 1 k2m Æ ::: Æ k1 k2 Æ ij . Thus p1 = p2 , and using lemma 4.1 and lemma 4.5 we an
rewrite p1 Æ p2 in the following way:
p1 Æ p2 =
=
=
=
=

ij Æ k1 k2 Æ ::: Æ k2m
ij Æ k1 k2 Æ ::: Æ k2m
ij Æ k1 k2 Æ ::: Æ k2m
::::
id

Æ k2m 1 k2m Æ ::: Æ k1 k2 Æ ij
3 k2m 2 Æ id Æ k2m 3 k2m 2 Æ ::: Æ k1 k2 Æ ij
3 k2m 2 Æ k2m 3 k2m 2 Æ ::: Æ k1 k2 Æ ij
1 k2m

2

Thus, a state swap is its own inverse.

In the next se tion we de ne swap fun tions on the syntax of our models. We use
these to prove that the state swaps as de ned above are automorphisms.

4.2 Synta ti al swaps
This se tion de nes swaps on the syntax of a Suppaal model. We use these swaps in
the soundness proof in the next se tion. In the remainder of this se tion we abbreviate
the state swap ij by , while maintaining the parameters , i and j .
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De nition 4.5 (Synta ti al integer expression swap) A swap of a synta ti al ins : IX (V g [ V ; S ) ! IX (V g [ V ; S ) de ned as follows:
teger expression is a fun tion pq
p p
q q

s (exp) =
pq

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

exp
exp
equivpq (exp)
s (e )℄:::[ s (e )℄
v[pq
1
pq m
s (e )℄:::[ s (e )℄
equivpq (v)[pq
1
pq m
s
s
(pq (e1 ) pq (e2 ))

if exp 2 Z [ Sp
if exp 2 V n Vp
if exp 2 Vp
if exp  v[e1 ℄:::[em ℄ and v 2 V n Vp
if exp  v[e1 ℄:::[em ℄ and v 2 Vp
if exp  (e1 e2 )

Lemma 4.8 Let e 2 IX (V g [ Vp; Sp ) be a well-formed expression of pro ess Ap , let  be
s be a synta ti al integer expression swap. If e 6= and e 2
a state swap and let pq
= used ,
then
s (e); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ).
(1) If  swaps Ap with Aq , then eval(e; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval(pq
q
1
(2) If  does not swap Ap , then eval(e; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval(e; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ).

Proof. We proof all seven ases of de nition 4.5 separately for both parts of the lemma.
 e 2 Z. We know that eval(e; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )1 ℄) = z by de nition of the evaluation
s (e); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = z , sin e no variable interpretation is
fun tion. And eval(pq
q
1
needed for the evaluation of a number, and the synta ti al swap does not hange
su h a number by de nition. This proves part (1) and part (2) of the lemma.

 e = for a s alarset 6= . We know by de nition of the evaluation fun tion that
eval(e; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = p(e). And therefore:

s (e); [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = eval(e; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) =  (e)
eval(pq
1
1
q



In de nition 4.2 on page 18 we read that Ap and Aq do only di er in the value
of their s alarset. Therefore, p(e) = q (e). This proves part (1) of the lemma.
As for part (2), we say that the variable interpretation is not needed to evaluate
s alarset e.
e 2 V n Vp . Obviously, eval(e; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )1 ℄) = v(e). Se ond,
s (e); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = eval(e; A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = eval(e; A ; v 0 ) = v 0 (e)
eval(pq
q
1
q
1
p



By de nition, 's pro ess swaps do not alter e, sin e e is not lo al to Ap . Moreover,
's data swap does also not alter the value of e, sin e we assumed in the lemma
that e 2= used . Therefore, v0 (e) = v(e). This proves part (1) of the lemma, and
with a very similar argument we an easily prove part (2).
e 2 Vp . Obviously, eval(e; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )1 ℄) = v(e). Se ond,
s (e); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = eval(equiv (e); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
eval(pq
q
1
q
1
pq
= eval(equivpq (e); Aq ; v0 )

By de nition, 's pro ess swap does alter the value of e in the following way:
v0 (e) = v(equivpq (e)). Moreover, v0 (equivpq (e)) = v(equivqp Æ equivpq (e)) = v(e),
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sin e equivqp Æ equivpq = id. The data swap does not alter the value of e, sin e we
assumed in the lemma that e 2= used . Thus, eval(equivpq (e); Aq ; v0 ) equals v(e).
This proves part (1) of the lemma. As for part (2), note that Ap is not swapped.
Therefore, the value of the lo al variable e is not hanged.

 e  (e1 e2) By de nition 3.4 on page 9 we know that e1 and e2 are simple integer
expressions. For part (1) of the lemma we must prove that
eval((e1

s (e
e2 ); Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval(pq
1 e2 ); Aq ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )

And thus by de nition 4.5:
eval(e1 ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) eval(e2 ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )
=
s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) eval( s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
eval(pq
q
1
1 q
1
pq 2

This an easily be proved by indu tion on the syntax of e1 and e2 . The base is
formed by the four previous items. The indu tion step is straightforward and we
do not expli itly explain it. The proof of part (2) is very similar.

 exp  a[e0 ℄:::[em ℄ and a 2 V n Vp . We start with the proof of part (1) of the lemma.
First we rewrite the rst term in our lemma as follows:

eval(a[e0 ℄:::[em ℄; Ap ; v) = v(a[eval(e0 ; Ap ; v)℄:::[eval(em ; Ap ; v)℄)

Se ond, we rewrite the se ond term in our lemma using the de nition of the evaluation fun tion and de nition 4.5:
s (a[e ℄:::[e ℄); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = eval(a[ s (e )℄:::[ s (e )℄; A ; v 0 )
eval(pq
0
m
q
1
q
pq 0
pq m
=
s (e ); A ; v 0 )℄:::[eval( s (e ); A ; v 0 )℄)
v0 (a[eval(pq
q
0 q
pq m
where v0  [(~l; v;  )℄1 . Note that  does not \alter" the values in the array a,
sin e the pro ess swap of  does not a e t a (sin e a 2= Vp). Thus, entries of a are
merely swapped around (see de nition 4.3 of the data swap). Therefore, we an
rewrite the previous term to:
v(a[(eval(s (e0 ); Aq ; v0 )) ;0 ℄:::[(eval(s (em ); Aq ; v0 )) ;m ℄)
pq

pq

Thus, we must prove the following equality for all array dimensions k:
s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ))
eval(ek ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = (eval(pq
q
1 ;k
k

Again, we must onsider all possible ases for the syntax of ek . In de nition 3.4
on page 9 we see that ek must be a simple integer expression. Thus, we enumerate
the possibilities:
{ ek 2 Z. By de nition, eval(ek ; Ap ; v) = ek , and (eval(ek ; Aq ; v0 )) ;k = (ek ) ;k .
Sin e we assumed that our expression is well-formed, this k-th dimension may
not be a s alarset dimension. Therefore, (ek ) ;k = ek .
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{ ek = for some s alarset . We know by de nition that eval(ek ; Ap ; v) =
p (ek ). As for the se ond part:
s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ))
(eval(pq
q
1
k

;k

= (q (ek ))

;k

We now an distinguish two ases. First, 6= . Sin e the expression is
well-formed, we know that the k-th dimension is not an dimension. Thus
we on lude that (q (ek )) ;k = q (ek ). Sin e  swaps pro ess Ap with Aq , we
an on lude from de nition 4.2 that the onstant of these pro esses is the
same. Thus: p(ek ) = q (ek ).
Se ond, = . Sin e  swaps pro ess Ap with Aq , we know that p (ek ) = i,
and q (ek ) = j . Thus, (q (ek )) ;k = (j ) ;k = i by de nition, be ause the k-th
dimension now is an dimension.
{ ek 2 V g [ Vp or ek  (e1 e2 ), where e1 and e2 are simple expressions.
Sin e we assumed that the expression under onsideration is well-formed, we
on lude that dimension k is a non-s alarset dimension. Therefore,
s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ))
(eval(pq
q
1
k

;k

s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
= eval(pq
q
1
k

The proof for this ase an be found in the third, fourth and fth main item
of the proof of this lemma.
Next, we prove the se ond part of the lemma. With an argument similar to the
one at the start of this item, we on lude that we must prove the equality
eval(ek ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = (eval(ek ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )) ;k

where ek is a simple integer expression. Again, we distinguish three ases.
{ ek 2 Z. By de nition, eval(ek ; Ap ; v) = ek , and (eval(ek ; Ap ; v0 )) ;k = (ek ) ;k .
Sin e we assumed that our expression is well-formed, this k-th dimension may
not be a s alarset dimension. Therefore, (ek ) ;k = ek .
{ ek = for some s alarset . We know by de nition that eval(ek ; Ap ; v) =
p (ek ). As for the se ond part:
(eval(ek ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ))

;k

= (p (ek ))

;k

We now an distinguish two ases. First, 6= . Sin e the expression is
well-formed, we know that the k-th dimension is not an dimension. Thus,
(p (ek )) ;k = p(ek ). Se ond, = . Sin e  does not swap pro ess Ap , we
know by lemma 4.3 on page 18 that p (ek ) 6= i; j . Thus, (p (ek )) ;k = p (ek ).
{ ek 2 V g [ Vp or ek  (e1 e2 ), where e1 and e2 are simple expressions.
Sin e we assumed that the expression under onsideration is well-formed, we
on lude that dimension k is a non-s alarset dimension. Therefore,
(eval(ek ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ))

;k

= eval(ek ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )

The proof for this ase an be found in the third, fourth and fth main item
of the proof of this lemma.
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 exp  a[e0 ℄:::[em ℄ and a 2 Vp. We start with the rst part of the lemma. We
rewrite the rst term in our lemma as follows:

eval(a[e0 ℄:::[em ℄; Ap ; v) = v(a[eval(e0 ; Ap ; v)℄:::[eval(em ; Ap ; v)℄)

Se ond, we rewrite the se ond term in our lemma using the de nition of the evaluation fun tion and de nition 4.5:
eval(s (a[e0 ℄:::[em ℄); Aq ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval(equiv (a)[s (e0 )℄:::[s (em )℄; Aq ; v0 )
pq

pq

pq

pq

Again, we an rewrite this to
s (e ); A ; v 0 )℄:::[eval( s (e ); A ; v 0 )℄)
v0 (equivpq (a)[eval(pq
0 q
q
pq m
Note that  onsists of a multiple pro ess swap and a data swap. The pro ess
swaps swap entire arrays, while the data swap swaps dimensions of arrays. More
pre isely, v0 (equivpq (a)[i0 ℄:::[im ℄) = v(equivqp Æ equivpq (a)[(i0 ) ;0 ℄:::[(im ) ;m ℄). Thus,
we an rewrite the previous term to:
v(a[(eval(s (e0 ); Aq ; v0 )) ;0 ℄:::[(eval(s (em ); Aq ; v0 )) ;m ℄)
pq

pq

Thus, we must prove the following equality for all array dimensions k:
s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ))
eval(ek ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = (eval(pq
q
1 ;k
k

We have already done this in the previous item.
The proof of the se ond part of the lemma is very similar to the proof in the
previous item, and we do not expli itly explain it.

2
Lemma 4.9 Let us onsider some ( ; n)-malformed integer expression in dimension d,
say a[e0 ℄:::[ed 1 ℄[n℄[ed+1 ℄:::[em ℄. There exists an n0 2 f0; :::; j j 1g su h that
eval(a[e0 ℄:::[ed 1 ℄[n℄[ed+1 ℄:::[em ℄; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )
=
s
0
eval(pq (a[e0 ℄:::[ed 1 ℄[n ℄[ed+1 ℄:::[em ℄); Aq ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )

Proof. We an use the same argument as in the last two items of the proof of lemma
4.8 to argue that we rst must prove that
s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ))
eval(ek ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 = (eval(pq
q
1 ;k
k

for every array dimension k 6= d. We an use the last two items of the proof of lemma
4.8 to prove this.
Now we onsider the remaining situation for dimension d. Sin e the expression is
( ; n)-malformed in this dimension, we thus know that n 2 f0; :::; j j 1g. From de nis (n) = n. Moreover, we do not need the variable interpretation
tion 4.5 it is lear that pq
for the evaluation of n. Thus, we must show that we an nd an n0 2 f0; :::; j j 1g
su h that:
n = (n0 ) ;d
25

It is not diÆ ult to see that the following de nition of n0 satis es this equality:

n0 =

8
<
:

i if n = j and =
j if n = i and =
n otherwise

(See de nition 4.3 on page 19 for the de nition of the ()

;k

fun tion.)

2

We an also de ne synta ti al swaps of the integer assignments. These fun tions
take an integer assignment of pro ess Ap and hange the syntax in su h a way that
it be omes an integer assignment of pro ess Aq , if Ap and Aq originate from the same
template.

De nition 4.6 (Synta ti al integer assignment swap) A swap of a synta ti al ins : IA(V g [ V ; S ) ! IA(V g [ V ; S ) de ned as follows:
teger assignment is a fun tion pq
p p
q q

s (a) =
pq

8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

if a  b := exp and b 2= Vp
if a  b := exp and b 2 Vp
if a  b[e1 ℄:::[em ℄ := exp
and b 2= Vp
s
s
s
equivpq (b)[pq (e1 )℄:::[pq (em )℄ := pq (exp) if a  b[e1 ℄:::[em ℄ := exp
and b 2 Vp

s (exp)
b := pq
s (exp)
equivpq (b) := pq
s (e )℄:::[ s (e )℄ :=  s (exp)
b[pq
1
pq m
pq

s whi h appears right of the large bra ket is the synta ti al integer
where the fun tion pq
expression swap.

The next lemma states that an integer assignment in pro ess Ap has the same e e t
as an integer assignment in pro ess Aq modulo symmetry, if they are swapped by a state
swap.

Lemma 4.10 Consider a well-formed integer assignment ia 2 IA(V g [ Vp; Sp ) of Ap ,
two states (~l; v;  ) and (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 ) su h that v0 = exe ((ia; Ap ; v)), a synta ti al assignment
s and a state swap  .
swap pq
s (ia); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )).
(1) If  swaps Ap with Aq , then [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 = exe ((pq
q
1
(2) If  does not swap Ap , then [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 = exe (ia; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )).

Proof. We use the following abbreviations in our proof: v00 = [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 and v000 =
s (ia); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )). We start with part (1) of the lemma, for whi h we
exe ((pq
q
1
distinguish two ases. First, ia is of the form a := exp. In this ase, we distinguish
another four ases:

 a 2 Vp and a 2 used for some s alarset . In this ase, exp may only be equivalent
to to a value z 2 Z n f0; 1; :::; s( ) 1g or to (see restri tion (2 ) on page 14).
In the rst situation,

s (ia); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )) =
v000 = exe ((pq
q
1
s (exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )) =
exe ((equivpq (a) := pq
q
1
exe ((equivpq (a) := z; Aq ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ))
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Thus, we an de ne v000 as follows:

v000 (b) =



z
if b = equivpq (a)
[(~l; v;  )℄1 (b) otherwise

Similarly, we an dedu t that

v0 (b) =



And therefore we an on lude that

v00 (b) = [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 (b) =

z
if b = a
v(b) otherwise



z
if b = equivpq (a)
~
[(l; v;  )℄1 (b) otherwise

Con luding, v00 = v000 . In the se ond ase we an rewrite v000 as follows:
s (a := ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ))
v000 = exe ((pq
q
1
~
= exe ((equivpq (a) := ; Aq ; [(l; v;  )℄1 ))

Thus, we an de ne v000 as follows:

v000 (b) =



q ( )
if b = equivpq (a)
[(~l; v;  )℄1 (b) otherwise

Similarly, we an dedu t that

v0 (b) =



p ( ) if b = a
v(b) otherwise

Now we distinguish two further possibilities. First, = . Then we now by
de nition 4.2 that p( ) = i, and that q ( ) = j . Applying the state swap thus
hanges the value of a and swaps it with its equivalent in pro ess Aq :

v00 (b) = [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 (b) =



j
if b = equivpq (a)
~
[(l; v;  )℄1 (b) otherwise

We an on lude that v00 = v000 . Se ond, 6= . In this ase we now by de nition
4.2 that p( ) = q ( ). Applying the state swap to v0 does only swap the variable
a with its equivalent in pro ess Aq :

v00 (b) = [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 (b) =



p( )
if b = equivpq (a)
~
[(l; v;  )℄1 (b) otherwise

Again, we an on lude that v00 = v000 .

 a 2 V g and a 2

used for some s alarset . We an proof this item with a
proof very similar to the one in the previous item. The only di eren e is that the
multiple pro ess swap of  now has no e e t on the value of a.
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 a 2 Vp and a 2= used for all s alarsets . Again, we rewrite v000 using the de nitions.

s (a := exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ))
v000 = exe ((pq
q
1
=
s (exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ))
exe ((equivpq (a) := pq
q
1
000
Thus, we an de ne v as follows:

v000 (b) =

(

s (exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) if b = equiv (a)
eval(pq
q
1
pq
~
[(l; v;  )℄1 (b)
otherwise

Similarly, we an dedu t that

v0 (b) =



eval(exp; Ap ; v) if b = a
v(b)
otherwise

And therefore we an on lude that

v00 (b) = [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 (b) =



eval(exp; Ap ; v) if b = equivpq (a)
[(~l; v;  )℄1 (b) otherwise

s (exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ).
To prove v00 = v000 we prove that eval(exp; Ap ; v) = eval(pq
q
1
We know that exp 6= for all s alarsets , sin e a 2= used . Moreover, a ording
to restri tion (3) on page 14, exp 2= used for all s alarsets . Therefore, we an
immediately use part (1) of lemma 4.8 on page 22 to on lude that v00 = v000 .

 a 2 V g and a 2= used for all s alarsets . We an proof this item with a proof very

similar to the one in the previous item. The only di eren e is that the multiple
pro ess swap of  now has no e e t on the value of a.

Se ond, ai is of the form a[i0 ℄:::[im ℄ := exp. By the restri tions on the syntax of the
model stated on page 13, we know that a; exp 2= used and exp 6= for all s alarsets .
We only distinguish two other ases:
 a 2 Vp. We an rewrite v000 as follows:
s (a[i ℄:::[i ℄ := exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
v000 = exe (pq
0
m
q
1
=
s (i )℄:::[ s (i )℄ :=  s (exp)); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
exe (equivpq (a)[pq
0
q
1
pq m
pq

This enables us to de ne v000 as follows:

v000 (b) =

(

s (exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) if b = equiv (a)[i0 ℄:::[i0 ℄
eval(pq
q
1
m
pq
0
[(~l; v;  )℄1 (b)
otherwise

s (i ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ). Next, we onstru t a de nition for v 00
where i0k = eval(pq
q
1
k
using the following de nition of v0 :

v0 (b) =



eval(exp; Ap ; v) if b = a[eval(i0 ; Ap ; v)℄:::[eval(im ; Ap ; v)℄
v(b)
otherwise
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The pro ess swap of  inter hanges the whole array with an equivalent array in
pro ess Aq , and it swaps around the data in the array:

v00 (b) =

8
<
:

eval(exp; Ap ; v) if b = equivpq (a)[(eval(i0 ; Ap ; v)) ;0 ℄:::
[(eval(im ; Ap ; v)) ;m ℄
~
[(l; v;  )℄1 (b) otherwise

Thus, we must prove the following two statements in order to prove that v00 = v000 :
s (exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ). Due to the form of exp, we
{ eval(exp; Ap ; v) = eval(pq
q
1
an immediately use part (1) of lemma 4.8 on page 22 to on lude that this
statement is true.
s (i ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) for all simple integer ex{ (eval(ik ; Ap ; v)) ;k = eval(pq
q
1
k
pressions ik . There are many possibilities for the form of ik . If ik 6= and
ik 2= used , then we an immediately use part (1) of lemma 4.8 on page 22 in
onjun tion with the fa t that the array assignment is well formed to on lude
that this statement is true.
Now let us onsider the other ases. First, assume that ik = . Sin e Ap is
swapped, we know by de nition 4.2 that p (ik ) = i, and that q (equivpq (ik )) =
j . Applying the de nition of the () ;k fun tion gives us that (eval(ik ; v)) ;k =
j . Moreover,
s (i ); [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = eval(equiv (i ); [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) =  (equiv (i ))
eval(pq
1
1
q
k
pq k
pq k
This proves the rst ase. The se ond ase, ik 2 used , annot exist, sin e
variables in the used sets may not be used to index arrays a ording to the
restri tions on page 13.

 a 2 V g . We an proof this item with a proof very similar to the one in the previous
item. The only di eren e is that the multiple pro ess swap of  now has no e e t
on the value of a.

This on ludes part (1) of the lemma. As for part (2) we only say that the proof
is very similar { with respe t to the stru ture { to the proof given above. The key
observation is that the state swap  now does not a e t lo al variables of a, and that
p( ) 6= i; j by lemma 4.3 on page 18.

2

Lemma 4.11 Consider a ( ; n)-malformed integer assignment ia 2 IA(V g [ Vp ; Sp ),
two states (~l; v;  ) and (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 ) su h that v0 = exe ((ia; Ap ; v)), a synta ti al assignment
s and a state swap  . We an nd a n0 2 f0; :::; j j 1g su h that for ia0 , whi h
swap pq
results from repla ing malformation n by n0 in ia, the following holds:
s (ia0 ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )).
(1) If  swaps Ap with Aq , then [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 = exe ((pq
q
1
(2) If  does not swap Ap , then [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 = exe (ia0 ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )).

Proof. We an follow the stru ture of the proof of the previous lemma. This gives the
desired result without mu h e ort, when used in onjun tion with lemma 4.9 on page
25.
2
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Lemma 4.12 Consider a well-formed integer guard g 2 IG(V g [ Vp ; Sp ) of Ap , a state
s and a state swap  .
(~l; v;  ), a synta ti al assignment swap pq
s (g ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )).
(1) If  swaps Ap with Aq , then eval(g; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval((pq
q
1

(2) If  does not swap Ap , then eval(g; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval((g; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )).

Proof. We start by proving part (1) of the lemma. A ording to de nition 3.5, the
integer guard g has the form e1  e2 , where e1 ; e2 2 IX (V g [ Vp ; Sp ). By de nition, the
evaluation of the integer guard is expressed by the evaluation of both integer expressions.
We prove that
s (e  e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
eval((e1  e2 ); Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval(pq
1
2 q
1

Whi h is, by de nition, equivalent to the following equality:
eval(e1 ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )  eval(e2 ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )
=
s
s (e ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
~
eval(pq (e1 ); Aq ; [(l; v;  )℄1 )  eval(pq
2 q
1

This an easily be proved for a large set of integer expressions using lemma 4.8. However,
the following, remaining, ases are not yet overed by using the lemma:

 g  a = or g  a 6= , where a 2 used and 2 Sp. If a 2 V g , then we an
rewrite the equality above to:

v(a)  p ( ) = eval(a; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )  q ( )
We now by de nition of the state swap that p ( ) = i and q ( ) = j . Now we
an distinguish three ases. First, v(a) = i. Sin e a 2 used , the data swap of  is
su h that [(~l; v;  )℄1 (a) = j . This proves the rst ase. The se ond ase, v(a) = j ,
an be proved with a similar argument. Third, v(a) 6= i; j . Now, the data swap
does not alter the value of a and we an derive: v(a)  i = [(~l; v;  )℄1 (a)  j for
2 f=; 6=g, sin e both variable interpretations assign a value not equal to i or j
to a.
Now the ase remains where a 2 Vp . We must prove:

v(a)  p ( ) = eval(equivpq (a); [(~l; v;  )℄1 )  q ( )
Again, we know by de nition 4.4 that p ( ) = i and q ( ) = j . We distinguish
three ases. First, v(a) = i. Then, [(~l; v;  )℄1 (equivpq (a)) = j , sin e  swaps the
values of a and equivpq (a), and it applies a data swap. Se ond, if v(a) = j , then
we an on lude that [(~l; v;  )℄1 (equivpq (a)) = i by a similar argument. Third, if
v(a) 6= i; j , then [(~l; v;  )℄1 (equivpq (a)) 6= i; j , sin e the pro ess swap inter hanges
the values of a and equivpq (a) and the data swap leaves these values un hanged.

 g  a = z or g  a 6= z , where a 2 used and z 2 Z nf0; 1; :::; s( ) 1g. If a 2 V g ,
then we an rewrite the equality above to:

v(a)  z = eval(a; Aq ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )  z
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If v(a) = i or v(a) = j , then the data swap part of the state swap hanges the
value of a. Sin e z is either larger than both i and j , or smaller than both i and
j , the equality holds. If v(a) 6= i; j , then the value of a is left un hanged by the
state swap. Therefore, the equality holds.
If a 2 Vp , then we an rewrite the equality above to:
v(a)  z = eval(equivpq (a); Aq ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )  z
If v(a) = i or v(a) = j , then the pro ess swap and data swap of the state swap a t
in su h a way that the value of equivpq (a) be omes j or i. Sin e z is either larger
than both i and j , or smaller than both i and j , the equality holds. If v(a) 6= i; j ,
then the state swap a ts in su h a way that the value of equivpq (a) be omes the
value of a. Thus, the equality holds.
As for part (2) of the lemma, we only say that it an easily be proved by arguments
very similar as above. The key observation is that the value of variable a is only possibly
hanged by the data swap, and not by the multiple pro ess swap.
2

Lemma 4.13 Consider a ( ; n)-malformed integer guard g 2 IG(V g [ Vp ; Sp ), a state
s and a state swap  . We an nd a n0 2
(~l; v;  ), a synta ti al assignment swap pq
f0; :::; s( ) 1g su h that for g0, whi h results from repla ing malformation n by n0 in
g, the following holds:
s (g 0 ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )).
(1) If  swaps Ap with Aq , eval(g0 ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval((pq
q
1
(2) If  does not swap Ap , then eval(g0 ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval((g0 ; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 )).

Proof. A ( ; n)-malformed integer guard an appear in two di erent shapes. First, it
an appear as a[i0 ℄:::[n℄:::[im ℄  exp, where the left side is malformed and the right side
is well-formed. Se ond, it an appear as a[i0 ℄:::[n℄:::[im ℄  b[j0 ℄:::[n℄:::[jr ℄, where both
sides are malformed.
Let us onsider the rst ase. With an argument as appears in the previous proof
we an show that we must prove that we an nd a n0 su h that
eval(a[i0 ℄:::[n0 ℄:::[im ℄; Ap ; v)  eval(exp; Ap ; v)
=
0
s (exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
s
~
eval(pq (a[i0 ℄:::[n ℄:::[im ℄); Aq ; [(l; v;  )℄1 )  eval(pq
q
1

By restri tions 2 and 3 on page 13 we know that exp is not equal to and that it is not in
used . Therefore, we an use lemma 4.8 on page 22 to on lude that eval(exp; Ap ; v) =
s (exp); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ). Moreover, by lemma 4.9 on page 25 we an nd a n0 su h
eval(pq
q
1
that
s (a[i ℄:::[n0 ℄:::[i ℄); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
eval(a[i0 ℄:::[n0 ℄:::[im ℄; Ap ; v) = eval(pq
0
m
q
1
This proves part (1) of the lemma for the rst appearan e of the malformed guard.
Let us onsider the se ond ase. Now we must prove that we an nd a n0 su h that
eval(a[i0 ℄:::[n0 ℄:::[im ℄; Ap ; v)  eval(b[j0 ℄:::[n0 ℄:::[jr ℄; Ap ; v)
=
s
0
s (b[j ℄:::[n0 ℄:::[j ℄); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ )
~
eval(pq (a[i0 ℄:::[n ℄:::[im ℄); Aq ; [(l; v;  )℄1 )  eval(pq
0
r
q
1
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Sin e both expressions are ( ; n)-malformed, we an nd one n0 that proves this equivalen e by lemma 4.9 on page 25. This proves part (1) of the lemma.
Part (2) of the lemma.is very similar to the proof above, and we do not expli itly
explain it.
2

De nition 4.7 (Synta ti al lo k assignment swap) A synta ti al swap of a lo k
s : CA(X g [ X ) ! CA(X g [ X ) de ned as:
assignment is a fun tion pq
p
q
s (x := n) =
pq



equivpq (x) := n if x 2 Xp
x := n
otherwise

Lemma 4.14 Consider a lo k reset a 2 CA(X g [Xp), two states (~l; v;  ) and (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )
s and a state swap  .
su h that  0 = exe (( a;  )), a lo k reset swap pq
s ( a); [ (~l; v;  )℄ )).
(1) If  swaps Ap with Aq , then [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄2 = exe ((pq
2
(2) If  does not swap Ap , then [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄2 = exe (( a; [(~l; v;  )℄2 )).

Proof. A ording to de nition 3.3, the lo k reset is of the form x := n. We distinguish
two ases for the proof of part (1) of the lemma:
 x 2 X g . We know by de nition that  0(y) = n if y = x and  (y) otherwise. Applying the state swap gives us that [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄2 (y) = n if y = x and [(~l; v;  )℄2 (y)
otherwise, sin e x 2 X g . We now evaluate the right hand side of the equality. By
de nition: exe (x := n; [(~l; v;  )℄2 )(y) = n if y = x, and [(~l; v;  )℄2 (y) otherwise.
We see that the de nitions of both sides of the equality mat h.

 x 2 Xp. First, we know by de nition that  0(y) = n if y = x and  (y) otherwise.

Applying the state swap has as e e t that the values of the lo al lo ks of Ap and
Aq are swapped. Therefore, we an expand the left hand side of the equality to:
[(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄2 (y) =



n
if y = equivpq (x), sin e x 2 Xp
~
[(l; v;  )℄2 (y) otherwise

It is straightforward to expand the right hand side of the equality to the same
de nition.
As for part (2) of the lemma we note that the state swap  an only hange the values
of lo al lo ks by the pro ess swaps. Sin e  does not swap Ap , the values of the lo al
lo ks of Ap remain un hanged. Therefore, [(~l; v;  )℄2 (x) =  (x) for all x 2 X g [ Xp ,
whi h proves part (2).
2

De nition 4.8 (Synta ti al lo k guard swap) A swap of a lo k guard is a fun s : CG(X g [ X ) ! CG(X g [ X ) de ned as:
tion pq
p
q
s ( g) =
pq

8
<
:

pq (x)  n
if g  x  n
pq (x)  pq (y)
if g  x  y
pq (x)  pq (y) + n if g  x  y + n

where x; y 2 X g [ Xq and n 2 N , and the synta ti al lo k swap pq : CG(X g [ Xp ) !
CG(X g [ Xq ) is de ned as: pq (x) = equivpq (x) if x 2 Xp and pq (x) = x otherwise.
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Lemma 4.15 Consider a lo k guard g 2 CG(X g [ Xp ), a state (~l; v;  ), a synta ti al
s and a state swap  .
lo k guard swap pq
s ( g ); [ (~l; v;  )℄ )).
(1) If  swaps Ap with Aq , then eval( g; [(~l; v;  )℄2 ) = eval((pq
2

(2) If  does not swap Ap , then eval( g; [(~l; v;  )℄2 ) = eval( g; [(~l; v;  )℄2 )).

Proof. We distinguish three ases for the proof of part (1) of the lemma:
 g  x  n. We prove that  (x)  n equals [(~l; v;  )℄2 (pq (x))  n. We
distinguish two ases. First, x 2 X g . Then, by de nition the state swap  does
not alter the value of x. Moreover, the synta ti al lo k swap does not hange x.
Thus, the right hand side an be written as  (x)  n. Se ond, x 2 Xp . Then
the state swap inter hanges the values of the lo al lo ks of pro ess Ap and Aq .
Thus, [(~l; v;  )℄2 (x) =  (equivpq (x)) and similarly, [(~l; v;  )℄2 (equivpq (x)) =  (x).
Using this, we rewrite the right hand side of the equality as follows:
[(~l; v;  )℄2 (pq (x))  n = [(~l; v;  )℄2 (equivpq (x))  n
=  (x)  n

 g  x  y. To prove the equality, we must prove that  (x)   (y) equals
[(~l; v;  )℄2 (pq (x))  [(~l; v;  )℄2 (pq (x))
In the previous item we have shown that  (x) = [(~l; v;  )℄2 (pq (x)), if x 2 X g [Xp .
This proves the equality.

 g  x  y + n. The proof of this ase, again, is straightforward, sin e  (x) =
[(~l; v;  )℄2 (pq (x)), if x 2 X g [ Xp
As for part (2) of the lemma we note that the state swap  an only hange the values
of lo al lo ks by the pro ess swaps. Sin e  does not swap Ap , the values of the lo al
lo ks of Ap remain un hanged. Therefore, [(~l; v;  )℄2 (x) =  (x) for all x 2 X g [ Xp ,
whi h proves part (2).
2

De nition 4.9 (Synta ti al syn hronization swap) A swap of a syn hronization
s : Syn (; V g [ V ; S ) ! Syn (; V g [ V ; S ) de ned as:
is a fun tion pq
p p
q q
s (s) =
pq

8
<
:


if s  

if s   2 
s
s
[pq (i0 )℄:::[pq (im )℄ if s  [i0 ℄:::[im ℄

s (i ) is a synta ti al integer expression swap of de nition 4.5 on page 21 whi h
where pq
k
a ts on the simple integer expression ik .

Lemma 4.16 Assume that  is a state swap whi h swaps pro ess Ap with pro ess Aq .
If (sr ; ; (ig; g); (ia; a); dst) 2 Ep , then
s ( ); ( s (ig );  s ( g )); ( s (ia);  s ( a)); dst) 2 E
(sr ; pq
q
pq
pq
pq
pq
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s , onvert lo al
Proof. The synta ti al swaps, denoted by the overloaded fun tion pq
lo ks, lo al variables and lo al onstants of pro ess Ap to equivalent lo al lo ks, lo al
variables and lo al onstants of pro ess Aq . These equivalen e fun tions ome forth from
the template instantiation me hanism. One an see that this me hanism is su h that
the synta ti al equivalen e between the edges of the lemma holds.
2

In the next se tion we prove that the state swaps of de nition 4.4 on page 21 are
automorphisms.

4.3 Proving soundness
In this se tion we prove that the state swaps de ned in de nition 4.4 are automorphisms
as de ned in de nition 2.1 on page 4. We split the proof in ve small lemmas. (We
abbreviate ij to , ij to  , and ij to  while maintaining the parameters , i and j .)

Lemma 4.17 If  is a state swap, then s0 is the initial state i (s0 ) is the initial
state.
Proof. We must prove that (s0 ) = s0 . First, we note that the initial lo ations
of instan es of the same template are the same. Sin e the pro ess swaps only swap
instan es of the same template and the data swaps leave the lo ation ve tor untou hed,
we an on lude that the lo ation ve tor remains the same.
Now let us onsider the variable interpretation. First, we note that array entries are
initialized to zero. Therefore, swapping equivalent arrays by a pro ess swap, or swapping
dimensions by a data swap does not have any e e t. This leaves us the regular variables
and we distinguish two ases.

 The regular variable 2 used . If the variable is global, then only the data swap an

hange its value. However, it does not do that, sin e in restri tion (2) (page 14)
we required that the variable is initialized to a value not in f0; :::; s( ) 1g. If the
variable is lo al to a template, then every instan e of the template initializes the
variable to the same value. This is due to the initialization requirement mentioned
above.

 The regular variable 2=

used . In this ase, the value might only be hanged
due to a pro ess swap if the variable is lo al. This does not hange the variable
interpretation, sin e the equivalent variable of the other template instan e an
only be initialized to the same value (otherwise, the variable would be 2 used ).

Therefore, state swap does not hange the variable interpretation of the initial state.
Finally, onsider the lo k interpretation. Sin e all lo ks are set to zero in the initial
state, the lo k interpretation does not hange by state swap of lo k values.
2

Lemma 4.18 (s; s0 ) is a simple a tion transition i ((s); (s0 )) is a simple a tion
transition.
Proof. We separately proof both sides of the equivalen e, and we start with the impli ation to the right. Assume that ((~l; v;  ); (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )) is a simple a tion transition as
de ned on page 16. We prove that ((~l; v;  ); (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )) is a simple a tion transition
too. We split the proof in two parts.
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 The transition is due to a well-formed edge (sr ; ; (ig; g); (ia; a); dst) 2 Ep. We

laim that if pro ess Ap is not swapped by , then this edge is still enabled.
Otherwise, the edge
s ( ); ( s (ig );  s ( g )); ( s (ia);  s ( a)); dst)
(sr ; pq
pq
pq
pq
pq
whi h is an edge of Aq by lemma 4.16 on page 33, is enabled. We prove all items
of the de nition:
{ From our main assumption we know that lp = sr and lp0 = dst. If Ap
is not swapped, the the lo ation of Ap is not hanged. Thus, obviously
[(~l; v;  )℄1p = sr and [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1p = dst. If Ap is swapped with Aq , then
the a tive lo ations of these pro esses are inter hanged. Thus, [(~l; v;  )℄1q =
lp = sr and [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1q = lp0 = dst.
{ Our main assumption says that eval(ig; Ap ; v) = true and eval( g;  ) = true.
Assume that Ap is not swapped. By part (2) of lemma 4.12 on page 30
we know that eval(ig; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ) = eval(ig; Ap ; v) = true. Similarly,
by part (2) of lemma 4.15 on page 33 we know that eval( g; [(~l; v;  )℄2 ) =
eval( g;  ) = true.
Now let us assume that Ap is swapped with Aq . We must prove that both
s (ig ) and  s ( g ) are true. By part (1) of lemma 4.12 we know that
pq
pq
s (ig ); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) equals eval(ig; A ; v ) = true. Similarly, by part
eval(pq
q
1
p
s ( g ); [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) =
(1) of lemma 4.15 on page 33 we know that eval(pq
2
eval( g;  ) = true.
Con luding, in both ases the guards are satis ed.
{ Our main assumption says that v0 = exe (ia; Ap ; v) and  0 = exe ( a;  ).
Assume that Ap is not swapped. By part (2) of lemma 4.10 on page 26 we
know that [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 = exe (ia; Ap ; [(~l; v;  )℄1 ). Similarly, by part (2) of
lemma 4.14 on page 32 we know that [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄2 = exe ( a; [(~l; v;  )℄2 ).
Assume that Ap is swapped with Aq . By part (1) of lemma 4.10 on page 26
s (ia); A ; [ (~l; v;  )℄ ). Similarly, by part
we know that [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄1 = exe (pq
q
1
s ( a); [ (~l; v;  )℄ ).
(1) of lemma 4.14 we know that [(~l0 ; v0 ;  0 )℄2 = exe (pq
2
Con luding, in both ases the interpretations mat h the assignments.
{ We know by our assumption that eval(Ii (li );  ) = true for all pro esses i. Now
onsider an invariant Ip(lp ). If  does not swap Ap , then we know by lemma
4.15 on page 33 that eval(Ip (lp ); [(~l; v;  )℄2 ) = eval(Ip (lp ); [(~l; v;  )℄2 ) = true.
Similarly, eval(Ip (lp ); [(~l; v;  0 )℄2 ) = true.
If  does swap Ap with Aq , then we know by lemma 4.15 that
s (I (l )); [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = eval(I (l ); [(~l; v;  )℄ ) = true
eval(pq
p p
2
p p
2
Similarly,
s (I (l )); [ (~l; v;  )℄ ) = eval(I (l ); [(~l; v;  )℄ ) = true
eval(qp
q q
2
q q
2
s (I (l )) =
Observe that the synta ti al swap onverts the invariants: pq
p p
Iq (lq ), and vi e versa. Thus, we may on lude that eval(Ip (lp ); [(~l; v;  )℄2 ) =
true and the same for Iq (lq ). We an repeat the same argument for (~l0 ; v0 ;  0 ).
Con luding, all invariants are still satis ed after the state swap.
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{ Observe that the state swap permutes the lo ation ve tor. Therefore, the
ount of ommitted lo ations does not hange. Moreover, if Ap is swapped
with Aq , then the a tive lo ations are inter hanged. Thus, lp is a tive i
[(~l; v;  )℄1q is a tive. (The pro esses originate from the same template, thus
the same lo ations are ommitted.)

 The transition is due to an ( ; n)-malformed edge (sr ; ; (ig; g); (ia; a); dst) 2

Ep . We laim that if Ap is not swapped by , then we an use this edge, or we an
nd another edge in Ep whi h proves that ((s); (s0 )) is a simple a tion transition.
The proof follows the same stru ture as in the previous item, ex ept we use the
lemma's 4.11 on page 29 and 4.13 on page 31 in onjun tion with restri tion (3)
on page 14. On the other hand, if Ap is swapped with Aq by , then we an nd
an edge in Eq whi h proves or laim. Again, we need the lemma's 4.11 and 4.13
in onjun tion with restri tion (3).

The impli ation to the left an easily be proved. Assume that ((s); (s0 )) is a simple
a tion transition. Above we have proved that if (s; s0 ) is a simple a tion transition, then
((s); (s0 )) is a simple a tion transition. Thus, we an say that ( Æ (s);  Æ (s0 )) is
a simple a tion transition. In lemma 4.7 we have proved that  Æ (s) = s. Therefore,
(s; s0 ) is a simple a tion transition.
2

Lemma 4.19 (s; s0 ) is a  a tion transition i ((s); (s0 )) is a  a tion transition.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to the prove given for lemma 4.18.
Therefore, we do not expli itly explain it.
2
Lemma 4.20 (s; s0 ) is a Æ delay transition i ((s); (s0 )) is a Æ delay transition.
Proof. We de ned a Æ delay transition on page 16. As in the previous proofs, we rst
prove the impli ation to the right. The impli ation to the left follows without e ort.
Assume that ((~l; v;  ); (~l; v;  0 )) is a Æ delay transition. We onsider every item of the
de nition separately:

 We know by our assumption that  0(x) =  (x) + Æ for all lo ks x. Now onsider
a lo k y and assume that it is not swapped. Thus: [(~l; v;  )℄2 (y) =  (y), and
[(~l; v;  0 )℄2 (y) =  0 (y). Sin e we assumed that  0 (x) =  (x) + Æ for all lo ks x,
we an on lude that [(~l; v;  0 )℄2 (y) = [(~l; v;  )℄2 (y) + Æ.
If y is swapped, then [(~l; v;  )℄2 (y) =  (z ) and [(~l; v;  0 )℄2 (y) =  0 (z ) for some
equivalent lo k z . Sin e we assumed that  0 (x) =  (x) + Æ for all lo ks x, we
know that [(~l; v;  0 )℄2 (y) = [(~l; v;  )℄2 (y) + Æ.

 See the fourth item of the rst bullet in the proof of lemma 4.18.
 The state swap only permutes the a tive lo ations. Therefore, no ommitted
lo ations be ome a tive by swapping.

 By our main assumption we know that if there exists an i su h that lti(li ) = urgent,
then no state r exists su h that (s; r) is a simple or  a tion transition.
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We must prove that if there exists an i su h that lti (li ) = urgent, then no state r0
exists su h that ((s); r0 ) is a simple or  a tion transition. It suÆ es to prove the
right hand side of the impli ation. Therefore, assume that this state r0 does exist.
From lemma 4.18 and lemma 4.19 we know that ( Æ (s); (r0 )) also is a simple
or  a tion transition. By lemma 4.7 on page 21 we an on lude that (s; (r0 ))
is a simple or  a tion transition. Thus, the state r mentioned above does exist,
namely t = (r0 ). From this ontradi tion we an on lude that the state r0 does
not exist.

 The argument is similar to the one in the previous item.

2

The following orollary is the main result of this paper.

Corollary 4.1 (Soundness) Every state swap is an automorphism.
Proof. By ombination of lemmas 4.7, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20.

2

In the next se tion we explain how we an use these state swaps for redu tion of the
sear hable state spa e of Suppaal models.

5 Using the s alarsets for symmetry redu tion
In the previous se tion we have identi ed a set of automorphisms on the state graph
of a Suppaal model (see de nition 4.4 on page 21). We an use these automorphisms
to onstru t a normal form operator , whi h an be used by the forward exploration
algorithm, see se tion 2. In the next subse tion we prove that omputation of a anoni al
representative is pra ti ally infeasible.

5.1 The omplexity of sorting matri es
In this se tion we onsider di eren e bounded matri es whi h are used by Uppaal to
represent sets of lo k interpretations [6, 11℄. Therefore, we let B denote the bounds
domain Z  f0; 1g [ 1 and we let Dk denote the set of all k  k matri es over B . For
any D 2 Dk we let Dij denote the bound in the i-th row and the j -th olumn of the
matrix. We an easily represent these square matri es by graphs.

De nition 5.1 (Graph representation) Given a matrix D 2 Dk . We represent this
matrix by an edge-labeled dire ted graph G (D) = (V; E ), where
 V = f xi j 1  i  k g

 E = f (xi ; Dij ; xj ) j 1  i; j  k g

Note that we an re onstru t the matrix D from its graph representation G (D).
Throughout the rest of this se tion we will use the graph representation of the di eren e
bounded matri es.
The set of graph representations of matri es in Dk is denoted by Gk . These graphs
are so- alled strongly regular. To ompare graphs with ea h other, we use the well-known
notion of isomorphism on graphs [19℄. We give the de nition of graph isomorphism in
terms of a de ision problem.
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De nition 5.2 (Graph isomorphism) Imagine a pair of edge-labeled and dire ted
graphs G1 = (V1 ; E1 ) and G2 = (V2 ; E2 ) su h that jV1 j = jV2 j. The graph isomorphism
problem asks if there exists a bije tion f : V1 ! V2 su h that (v; l; v0 ) 2 E1 if and only if
(f (v); l; f (v0 )) 2 E2 .
If a graph G is isomorphi with a graph G0 (that is, the bije tion f exists), then we
denote this by G ' G0 . If we assume standard representations of graphs, i.e., as a linked
adja en y list or an adja en y matrix, then there are no polynomial time algorithms
known for this general problem. However, the problem has not been proved to be
NP - omplete [16℄. There are polynomial time algorithms known for ertain subsets of
graphs, but these subsets do not in lude the strongly regular graphs [20℄.
Let H be some set of bije tions from Dk to itself. We let C (H ) denote the losure
of H [ fidg under inverse and omposition. This losure of a set of bije tions an be
omplete when we onsider the graph domain.

De nition 5.3 (Vertex ompleteness) A set of bije tions H :
omplete if and only if for all graphs G 2 Gk :

G k ! Gk

is vertex

f h(G) j h 2 C (H ) g = f G0 2 Gk j G0 ' G g
This somewhat tri ky de nition means that a set of bije tions H is vertex omplete
if and only if for all graphs G we an use the elements of C (H ) to obtain exa tly all
graphs whi h are isomorphi to G.
We now de ne the losure of some matrix under ertain sets of bije tions. This losure ontains all matri es that an be derived from the original one using the bije tions,
their inverses, and their ompositions.

De nition 5.4 (H- losure) Consider a graph G 2 Gk and let H be a set of bije tions
from Gk to itself. The H - losure of G, denoted by lose(G; H ), is de ned as
lose(G; H ) = f G0 j 9h2C (H ) h(G) = G0 g
Let us assume a total ordering k on the set Gk . Then every nite subset of Gk
ontains exa tly one minimal element with respe t to the ordering. To nd a anoni al
representation of a set of (graph representations of) matri es, we would very mu h like
to nd that k -minimal element. This gives us the following omputational problem.

De nition 5.5 (H-minimalization) Given G 2 Gk and a set H of bije tions Gk ! Gk
su h that lose(G; H ) is nite. Let k be a total ordering on Gk . The H -minimalization
problem asks to ompute the k -minimal element of lose(G; H ).
In order to argue about the omplexity of this minimalization problem, we relate it
to a de ision problem.

De nition 5.6 (H-de ision) Given G; G0 2 Gk and a set H of bije tions Gk
The H -de ision problem asks if there exists a h 2 C (H ) su h that h(G) = G0 .

! Gk .

Lemma 5.1 If we an solve the H -minimalization problem in polynomial time, then we
an solve the H -de ision problem in polynomial time.
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Proof. We assume the existen e of a polynomial time algorithm for the minimalization
problem. If we want to solve the de ision problem for G and G0 , then we apply this
algorithm to both graphs. This gives us { in polynomial time { the minimal elements
Gmin and G0min . We laim that Gmin = G0min if and only if there exists a h 2 C (H ) su h
that h(G) = G0 .
The = relation on graphs in Dk an be omputed, if we use the adja en y matrix representation, with k2 omparisons between the elements of the matri es. So, if we assume
that these omparisons an be done in onstant time, then the overall omplexity of the
de ision problem is polynomial. Next, we prove both sides of the double impli ation of
our laim.
) Assume that Gmin = G0min . By our de nition of the H - losure, we know that there
exists a h1 2 C (H ) su h that h1 (G) = Gmin , and that there exists a h2 2 C (H )
su h that h2 (G0 ) = G0min . By the de nition of C (H ) we know that h2 1 (G0min ) =
G0 . Sin e Gmin = G0min , we an on lude that h2 1 (Gmin ) = G0 . Therefore,
(h2 1 Æ h1 )(G) = G0 . This omposition learly is an element of C (H ).
( Let us assume that there exists a h 2 C (H ) su h that h(G) = G0 . Consider the
fun tion g that maps G0 to G0min . By de nition g 2 C (H ). Combination of g with
h gives that (g Æ h)(G) = G0min . This omposition naturally is an element of C (H )
and we on lude that G0min 2 lose(G; H ). Of ourse, Gmin 2 lose(G; H ). Thus,
both Gmin and G0min are minimal elements of lose(G; H ). Sin e our ordering
k is total, either Gmin k G0min or G0min k Gmin. In both ases we an easily
on lude that Gmin = G0min . (Remember that an element a 2 A is minimal if and
only if b 2 A; b  a ) b = a.)
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A onsequen e of the previous lemma is that if we annot solve the H -de ision
problem in polynomial time, then we annot solve the H -minimalization problem in
polynomial time. We show that we indeed annot solve one important H -de ision problem in polynomial time by linking it to a diÆ ult problem on graphs, namely the graph
isomorphism problem of de nition 5.2.

Lemma 5.2 If H is vertex omplete, then we an solve the graph isomorphism problem
for strongly regular graphs in polynomial time only if we an solve the H -de ision problem
in polynomial time.
Proof. Let us assume that H is vertex omplete and that we know an algorithm that
solves the H -de ision problem in polynomial time. If we want to know whether G ' G0 ,
then we just run the algorithm on G and G0 . We laim that there exists a h 2 C (H ) su h
that h(G) = G0 if and only if G ' G0 for all G; G0 2 Gk . We prove the two dire tions of
this impli ation.

) Assume that there exists a h 2 C (H ) su h that h(G) = G0. Sin e H is vertex
omplete, we know by de nition 5.3 that h(G) 2 f G00 2 Gk j G00 ' G g and thus
(sin e h(G) = G0 ) G0 ' G.
( Assume that G ' G0 . Sin e H is vertex omplete, we know by de nition 5.3 that
G0 2 f h(G) j h 2 C (H ) g. We must on lude that there exists a h 2 C (H ) su h
that h(G) = G0 .
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Corollary 5.1 If we annot solve the graph isomorphism problem for strongly regular graphs in polynomial time, then we annot solve the H -minimalization problem in
polynomial time when H is vertex omplete.
Proof. By ombination of lemma 5.1 and lemma 5.2.

2

We already mentioned that there are no known polynomial algorithms for the graph
isomorphism problem for strongly regular graphs. Therefore, we must on lude that
solving the H -minimalization problem for a set H of vertex omplete bije tions is a very
time intensive job.
The state swaps proje ted to the lo k interpretation are bije tions from the set of
DBMs to itself. (Note that swapping lo ks xi and xj omes down to swapping vertex
labels in the graph representation of the DBM. This is equivalent to inter hanging the
olumns i and j and then the rows i and j in the DBM.) The set of all state swaps is
almost vertex omplete, sin e they permute only a subset of the lo ks. In order to talk
about the omplexity of the minimalization problem in this setting, we need a slightly
less general version of the graph isomorphism problem.
The partial graph isomorphism problem asks for two graphs whether or not xed
subgraphs (namely the subgraphs whi h represent the swappable lo ks) are isomorphi .
This problem is exa tly as diÆ ult as the regular graph isomorphism problem for strongly
regular graphs with respe t to polynomial or exponential omplexity.
With the partial graph isomorphism problem, we an rede ne the notion of vertex
ompleteness. Then, the \ lo k part" of the set of all state swaps does satisfy the
ondition to be vertex omplete. Lemma 5.2 and orollary 5.1 are still valid for this
\partial" setting. Therefore, omputing a anoni al representative for full symmetry in
a setting of DBM te hnology is a hard job!

5.2 A sub optimal approa h
Instead of omputing a anoni al representative of a symmetry lass, it is pra ti ally
more useful to use a fast, but non- anoni al, normal form operator. This in reases
the memory usage in omparison with a anoni al normal form operator, but is, very
probably, mu h faster. There are many possibilities for a non- anoni al normal form
operator (for example, see [7℄). These are all based on minimizing the state using
the automorphisms. The hallenge is to nd a omputationally eÆ ient normal form
operator, whi h improves on the non-symmetri tool in most situations. Sin e we nd
reasoning about the gain of normal form operators for di erent models very diÆ ult, we
like to address this with experimental resear h whi h an be ondu ted after the ore
implementation.
As a nal note we mention that the so- alled state properties, whi h are used to
de ne sets of states, should also be taken into a ount by our normal form operator.
However, we do not expe t this to be a diÆ ult problem.
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6 Summary and future work
We have proposed an enhan ement of the model he ker Uppaal, whi h exploits stru tural symmetries to redu e the sear hable state spa e. In se tion 2 we summarized
work of Ip and Dill [14℄ whi h we used for our symmetry redu tion te hnique. In se tion 3 we have proposed a synta ti al adjustment of the system des ription language
of Uppaal. More pre isely, we have added the well-known s alarset data type, and
multi-dimensional arrays of integer variables and hannels. In se tion 4 we used these
s alarsets to extra t automorphisms on the state graph of our models. The main result
of this paper is orollary 4.1 on page 37, whi h states that our te hnique is sound. Finally, in se tion 5 we sket h some possibilities to use the automorphisms to redu e the
sear hable state spa e. A se ond result of this paper is orollary 5.1 on page 40, whi h
states that the so- alled orbit problem in a setting with DBM te hnology is at least as
diÆ ult as the graph isomorphism problem for strongly regular graphs. This renders
the omputation of a anoni al representative of a symmetry lass pra ti ally infeasible.
Future work in ludes the implementation of the proposed te hnique. As experien es
of Ip and Dill already showed, the a tual implementation of the omputation of the
representative of a symmetry lass is very important [15℄. Canoni al representatives
minimize the spa e usage, but an be very ostly in time. The feasibility of non- anoni al
representatives, however, might vary per model. Therefore, experiments with di erent
algorithms to ompute non- anoni al representatives and a fairly large set of di erent
models are ne essary to asses the e e tiveness of s alarsets in a dense-time setting.
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